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Tuesday, September 22,1987

Iran ship
attacked
by U.S.

Foundation
may ponder
divestment

A U.S. military helicopter flying from the frigate Jarrett attacked an Iranian ship in the
Persian Gulf yesterday after
discovering it planting underwater mines.
Marlin Fitzwater, the White
House spokesman, said in a
statement last night, "United
States forces took defensive action in the Persian Gulf last
night when an Iranian landing
craft was discovered laying
mines in international waters SO
miles northeast of Bahrain."

by 11ml,i Hoy

wire editor
In response to student concerns about divestment, a University administrator said the
Bowling Green State University
Foundation has divested from
five companies doing business in
South Africa, but that its holdings remain in 35 companies
also doing business there.
Dwight Burlingame, vice
Eresident for University reitions and secretary to the
Foundation, said the issue of
total divestment will most likely
be on the agenda for the Foundation's next meeting Oct. 13, but
no plans have been made.
We don't know what we're
Suing to do (concerning total
ivestment),"hesaid.
The Progressive Student Organization recently announced
that it will push to have all holdings divested, and expressed
concerns that the money that is
currently divested may be reinvested in other companies doing

"We have previously communicated with the Iranian
government the way in which we
would respond to such provocative acts which present an immediate risk to United States
ships and to all ships. United
States forces acted in a defensive manner and in accordance
with existing rules of engagement."
A State Department official
said in New York that "the Iranians are fully aware of our rules
of engagement and the fact that
laying mines is an illegal act."
The official, who was traveling
with Secretary of State George
Shultz, asked not to be identified.
The Navy is known to have
armed some utility helicopters
in the Persian Gulf. In addition,
the USS Guadalcanal, an amphibious helicopter carrier, carries some Marine Sea Cobra
gunships. In the case of the Jarrett, however, it appeared the
ship might be carrying what the
Army calls an MH-6 helicopter.
The MH-6 is a small, lightweight surveillance helicopter
—originally made by Hughes
Aircraft — that has been rebuilt
to carry guns or rockets in addition to sophisticated sensors and
targeting devices. The Army refuses to discuss the MH-6, but
Pentagon sources have said the
aircraft is flown only by the Army's Special Operations Forces.

business in South Africa.
Burlingame said the money
divested from the five companies was put back into the "total portfolio" of the Foundation
and reinvested in other companies.
Burlingame said he is "99 percent sure" the money divested
was not reinvested into other
companies doing business in
South Africa.
He said the Foundation is
making new investment transactions daily, and the possibility
that the divested money went
into companies dealing with
South Africa is practically
nonexistent.
The exact determination of
where the money went would not
be possible without an audit, he
said.
Burlingame declined to name
the companies that the Foundation divested from or discuss the
amount of money involved. He
said such disclosures might
harm the University's potential
to secure grants from some
companies.

Ballot covers
judicial issue
Photo/Gary Downey

Papal Presence

One of 50.000 onlookers await the arrival of Pope John Paul II to the Polish neighborhood of Hamtramck.
outside Detroit. Many of the spectators carried signs recognizing the Polish labor union Solidarity.
Related photos of the papal visit are on page six.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Secretary of State Sherrod Brown, after
several weeks of controversy over disputed signatures, certified for
the Nov. 3 ballot yesterday a proposal that changes the way Ohio's
top judges are chosen.
Ballot Issue 3 will ask voters, in effect, whether they want to continue to elect Judges to the Ohio Supreme Court and the 12 state
courts of appeals, or have them appointed by the governor from a
list of candidates submitted by bipartisan nominating committees.
Judges then would seek re-election without opposition on their records, but with a requirement of a 55 percent majority to stay in office.
Steve Fought, Brown's press secretary, said the Citizens for the
Merit Selection of Judges was certified with 347,093 signatures.

Citizen ID needed Call extras abused
Pranks and problems prompt removal

"I see it going on like this for quite a while," she
said.
The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
came as a result of aliens who were illegally emUniversity students planning to work on campus ployed in the United States. The law, which went
must now provide evidence of their United States unto effect on Nov. 6,1986, states that people hired
citizenship to comply with a new federal immigra- or rehired on or after this date are required to
prove they are authorized to work in the United
tion law.
States.
And while that is not causing much of a problem
The law has had a minimal impact on University
for students, employees in the employee services students,
according to Judy Gardner, assistant dioffice are being deluged with paperwork.
rector ot financialaid and student employment.
Because certain forms were not available until She explained that the only difference students will
March, those students hired before the forms were encounter when applying for an on-campus job will
issued must now fill out the forms to continue be in producing documents to establish their idenworking, she said.
tification and employment eligibility.
Locating those students has meant an increased
Gardner said that acceptable documents for esamount of work for the Student Employment Of- tablishing
such proof include a United States passfice.
port, a certificate of U.S. citizenship, a state
"There is so much paperwork involved," said driver's license, a birth certificate and a Social SeVicki Blasius, employment services specialist. curity Card.
"Right now, we must take care of everything
able to show those documents will then
manually. It is a time-consuming process and we beStudents
asked to complete an Employment Eligibility
are going to need more help with it.
Verification form along with their regular Job apBlasius said that there is currently no way of pli cation.
quickly and efficiently checking student records
"We do not anticipate a problem (with illegal
for the necessary employment information.
aliens)," Gardner said. "The foreign students who
She said the extra time and work involved in do work on campus have already been cleared
processing student employment information is not through the office of International Programs so we
likely to decrease.
do not have to worry about doing that.''
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter

Tuesday
DThe city finds a way to avoid the
high cost of insurance, see story page
three.
DStudents suffering from anxiety or
depression can get help through counseling, see story page 4.
G University Activities Organization Is
planning more events for students too
young to legally drink alcohol, see story
page 5.
DThe story of the Popes visit to Detroit is told through pictures, see page 6.

"It was causing a lot of
problems and we decided it
should be removed."

by Judi Kopp
chief copy editor

Student abuse of call forwarding has resulted in the removal
of that service from all residence hall phones.
The Telecommunications office removed the call forwarding option this summer, as well
as call transferring and threeway calling, Richard Conrad,
director of telecommunications,
said.
Call forwarding was removed
because of student pranks, he
said.
"Students would forward their
phones to Factline or some other
campus office. When someone
called that student's number,
they would be put in touch with
someone else, Conrad said.
"The offices would then place a

-Richard Conrad, director of
telecommunications
trouble call and the repair peo!ile would try to clear the probemup.
"They (students) would forget
they had forwarded their phones
and would call the office to say
the phone was broken. It was
causing a lot of problems and we
decided it should be removed."
Call forwarding was a feature
that was not meant for the student phones, he said. It was installed as part of the system that
was turned on with the new

phone system in 1985.
Telecommunications also removed the "flash hook," which
allowed students to put people
on hold, transfer calls and place
three-way calls.
Conrad said that option was
removed because of billing problems.
"Students sometimes weren't
aware they had to depress the
receiver for three seconds," he
said. "This resulted in a lot of
billing problems.
D See Phones, page 4.

News in Brief
City seeks nominees
The City-University Residential Relations
Committee is soliciting nominations for the 1987
Community Relations Awards. The awards are
presented annually to people who have made significant contributions to harmonious relationships
between the city and the University.
Nornlnation. with . one^e explanation of
those contributions can bTsem to Mayor Bruce
Bellard, City Adirunistration Building, 304 N.
Chun* St., by Monday, Oct. 5.
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All at fault for
election apathy
The elections for on-campus district representatives to the Undergraduate Student Government netted an incredibly disappointing turn-out by
anyone's evaluation.
Of the 17,100 students at the University, all of
whom are eligible to vote for their district s representative, only 75 cast a vote.
And yet, it is hard to decide who is most at fault in
the low turnout.
Is it the fault of USG for not adequately publicizing that an election was going on at all. much less
encouraging students to either run for office or vote
for a candidate in their district?
Is it the fault of the candidates for not having
more vocal and noticeable campaigns to inspire
students to vote?
Is it the fault of an apathetic student body for not
running for office, not showing up to vote and not
caring enough to make campaigning worth a candidates' time and effort?
Yes, it is indeed difficult to place blame on one
particular faction of this campus for an election
where a person could write in his or her name on a
ballot and win a seat on the student government.
There is no one clear-cut party to blame because
everyone is at fault in this mockery of free elections. There was an overwhelming lack of effort
and concern by all parties.
We can only hope it is not an indication of how
much participation can be expected for the rest of
the year. Will future USG events like its forums to
discuss political issues receive as little attention
and notice? Should USG even attempt to plan activities and events for students, or should it be just as
apathetic as the body it represents?
Whatever conclusions can be drawn, one thing is
very clear. Apathy at this University has hit an alltime nigh, and all students ought to take a more active role in the University they chose to attend.

Conditions spur revolt
By Gregg Richardson
Editor's Note: This is the first
of a three-part series of columns
adapted from a talk Richardson
gave Sept. 17 at the Central
American Peace Rally.
Who are the
Sandinistas,
and why do we
hate them so
much? Who
are the contras and why
are we paying
them to kill
Nicaraguans?
Congress will 5T?,...,,. "
very soon be *'<*•*••"
voting on this issue and I hope in
this column and two subsequent
ones to examine the issue of the
war in Central America.
Nicaragua has been at war for
10 years now. During 1978-79
some 40,000 Nicaraguans died in
the revolution that overthrew
Anastasio Somoza, a military
dictator more brutal and corrupt than Ferdinand Marcos.
The Sandinistas and their supporters who led the revolution
were a mixed group. Some were
hardline Marxist-Leninists who
looked to Moscow, some were
homegrown Marxists who hoped
to create a new kind of socialism
unique to Latin America, some
were varieties of social democrats, some were church people
who had been radicalized by the
oppression under Somoza and
had come to try to reconcile
Christianity and revolution. Also
in uneasy league with the Sandinistas were many middle and
upper class Nicaraguans, businesspeople and landowners who
had lost faith in the dictator, but
hoped that they would be able to
retain their positions and lifestyles after he was gone.
In the last days of the revolution Jimmy Carter made a futile covert attempt to squeeze

the Sandinistas out of this coalition, but nobody really recognized that this was not just a
coup—it was a true revolution.
The Sandinistas began with
enormous popular support. They
appointed a junta that included
all the parties in Nicaragua
(with the exception of the "Somocistas"). They released political prisoners. They took no action against Somoza's brutal
National Guard, except in cases
where individual soldiers were
charged with specific crimes.
They abolished the death penalty.
They also established relations for the first time with
Cuba and the Soviet-bloc countries, but they always insisted
that they wanted to remain unaligned in the east-west conflict.
In fact, Castro himself advised
them to try to play both sides of
the fence in order to avoid becoming entirely dependent on
either the Americans or the Soviets. But central to their revolution was a program of social
welfare and land reform. This is
where it becomes essential to
understand Nicaragua as part of
Latin America. This is why the
Arias plan, in recognizing the
larger context, makes an important point that the Reagan administration, in its obsession
with the Sandinistas, has never
understood.
Up until World War II many
Latin American peasants lived
on large estates owned by a few

wealthy landholders. They were
allowed to farm small plots on
these estates in order to provide
for themselves. It was basically
a last surviving outpost of Spanish feudal society, serving the
interests of the landowners and
legitimized by the church. When
you hear about average annual
Incomes of $600 to $800, it is because these people were largely
self-reliant. They grew the food
they needed and traded small
amounts of crops and livestock
for the few other essentials they
owned. But after World War II,
the U.S. began to push third
world development through the
Alliance for Progress, the World
Bank and the IMF. Central
American landowners began to
participate more in the world
ecomony. They turned their land
away from basic food production and into cash crops for export to North America—coffee,
sugar, cotton, bananas and beef
destined for the growing fast
food business. Thousands of
Easants were pushed off their
id to make way for increased
production, and many flocked to
the cities where they lived in the
squalid poverty of shanty towns,
without jobs, skills or basic
health and nutritional requirements. In many cases they saw
their former lands lying fallow
as landowners limited production in order to drive up prices
for their exports. At the same
time some North American corporations began to move manu-

facturing plants into these reEons to take advantage of the
rge supply of cheap, desperate
labor. And the governments of
those countries assured that the
labor would remain cheap by using violence and intimidation to
destroy nascent peasant unions.
In fact Adolfo Calero, one of the
most hardline of the contras,
was formerly the manager of
the Coca-Cola bottling plant in
Managua. You can imagine the
kind ot resentment that began to
grow in such a situation.
In Central America, one of
eight children die before their
fifth birthday, and two-thirds of
those who survive are undernourished. Forty percent of the
population have no access to
healthcare at all. That basically
means that when you get sick,
you die. Two-thirds of the Central American rain forest has
been cut down since 1950 to
make way for increased cattle
production. In Honduras for example, beef production tripled
from 1965 to 1975 -but beef
consumption by the average
Honduran fell from 21 pounds to
10 pounds per year. Incidentally,
if you are an average American,
you eat 80 pounds of beef a
year—and over 16 pounds of that
comes from Central America.
You eat more of their beef than
they do.
That is what the Nicaraguan
revolution was about.
Richardson is a science reference librarian at the University.

THINGS THATONLV SURVIVE
WHEN KEPT IN THE PARK.,,

Letters
US should support
Nicaraguan freedom
The BG News' one-sided
coverage of the "Rally for
Peace and Justice" masked the
fact that some speakers were
not avidly anti-contra. Two or
three speakers mentioned atrocities committed by the Sandinistas and therefore called for
both the contras and the Sandinistas to sue for peace. In all fairness, the reporting should not
have been biased.
Overall, though, the rally
portrayed the contras and Uncle
Sam as the bad guys, and the
Sandinistas as the good guys. I
beg to differ.
Do you expect us to believe
that if the United States just
goes away there will be peace in
Nicaragua? Hogwash! Nicaragua is nothing more than Communism in Central American
clothing—in this hemisphere.
Humberto Ortega, the Nicaraguan Defense minister said,
"Without Sandinismo we cannot
be Marxist-Leninists and Sandinismo without MarxistLeninism cannot be revolutionary...and because of that, our
doctrine is Marxism-Leninism."
It should be noted that Humberto Ortega is President Ortega's brother. Perhaps it is not
too late for the people of Nicaragua to free themselves from the
repressive grip of Communism.
Nicaragua and the Soviet
Union have close ties. One
speaker mentioned that the Soviet Union had been supplying
Nicaragua with oil, but was pulling back on this commitment.
This speaker glibly suggested
that the Soviet Union made this

decision in order to strongly encourage Nicaragua to seek
peace with the contras. The Soviet Union wants peace in Nicaragua? This is specious
reasoning and an irresponsible
statement. It is common knowledge that the Soviet Union, our
"glasnost" buddies, intends to
use that oil in—any guesses?—Afghanistan. There they
will continue to mercilessly hunt
down Afghan villagers—450,000
casualties to date. There they
will continue to drop toys to
children—toys that are boobytrapped to explode and maim,
not kill, mind you, but maim.
Why is it kept hush-hush that
the Soviet Union has been pouring $700 million annually into
Nicaragua for military purposes? It is a shame when uninformed listeners applaud the notion of the U.S. abandoning the
contras. Even President Reatan's new request for $270 milon in aid to the contras is
spread over an 18-month period,
a mere pittance juxtaposed to
the Soviet Union's support of the
Sandinistas.
This anti-contra rally provided simplistic non-solutions to
a complicated situation. It is poSular to clamor for peace. But
le Nicaraguan people do not
want the kind of peace Communism brings.
Of course, they can't say that
in Nicaragua. The Communist
Sandinista regime doesn't allow
freedom of speech. I am for the
United States of America pursuing the support of freedom in Nicaragua.
Van Robison
1432CloughSt.
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I thank Deborah Gottschalk in
general for her fair and accurate coverage of the Central
American peace rally, and personally for the fact that she
quoted me accurately in all instances except one. But I must
point out that in that one instance, I never said, "All that
the U.S. does is make war. The
Central Americans want
Kace." Somebody else may
ve said that, but I didn't. I
must point out that I read my
speecn verbatim from a text I
had written out beforehand, and
no such statement appears anywhere in it. My actual closing
lines were: "Sri Lanka has recently shown that, in the absence of a big fat Uncle Sam encouraging them to go on fighting, two enemies can sit down
and work out peace. In fact the
presence of a big fat Uncle Gandhi urging them to negotiate
helped a lot. We could play the
same role in Central America if
we really wanted to do so."
I feel compelled to respond,
because the line I was misquoted as having said is exactly
the sort of simple-minded propaganda that has been too
prevalent on both sides of the
Central American debate, and
which I made a special effort to
avoid. I did my best to make a
rational, balanced statement. I
thank Ms. Gottschalk for otherwise quoting me correctly.
Gregg Richardson
Science reference librarian
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Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is your campus
forum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages
and welcomes any and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be expressed in letters
to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed. Address or on-campus
mailbox number along with your telephone num-
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Mart Thalman
Km Gam
JudiKopp
JuseannBell
MeryHnbar
JohnMaola
Baoecca Thomaa
Jared O Wadtey
Julia Wallace
MikeG*
Christine Rogers
DevidSimpeon

The BG News « published dally Tuesday mrough Friday dunng the academic year and
weekly during the summer session by the Board ol Student Pijbhcahona ot Bowling Green
Slate University
Opinions expressed by columniats do not naceesanty reflect the opinions ol the BG
Newt
The BG News and Bowkng Green State University are equal opportunity employers and
do not dKtcnmmate i hiring practices
The BG News wH not accept advertising that is deemed dracrmmatory. degrading or
neuhng on the baa* ot race, sen or national origin
copyright 1986 by the BG News
al rights reserved
Business Office
Editorial Office
214 Weal Hal Ph (41B) 372-2801
210 West Hal Ph (419) 372-2603
Bowing Green State University
Bowtrng Green. Ohio 43403-0278
Summer Hours 7:30 am to 5 p m Monday through Thursday
7 30 am to 11 30am Friday

Can you draw?
Are you artistic?
Do you have a sense of
humor?
Know anyone that fits
that description?
The BG News Is seeking
an editorial cartoonistisi
to create poitical and/or
University-related drawings on a regular basis. Although our quota of comic
strips is filled, strip artists
are encouraged to try their
hand at editorial cartoons.
Please contact The News
office concerning questions or submissions by
either stopping in or sending samples to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
214 West Hall

ber for varification, must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of
600-700 words is preferred. These should also be
typewritten and double-spaced. University students writing columns must provide class rank,
major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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by Berke Breathed

Local
Housing debated BG to be self-insured
City council probes resident complaints

September 22,1987 3

by Caroline Lunger
city editor

by Greg Connel
staff reporter

Area residents believe stricter enforcement of
laws regarding student housing is necessary, but
the founder of a petition calling for the action expects little change in the near future.
Ray Martin of 218 Crim St., whose petition generated 113 signatures, said that under the current
statutes, any house which was not being used as a
rental property before 1976 must remain a single
family residence.
Martin presented his petition to Bowling Green
city council last night.
The definition of a single family home does allow
three unrelated persons to live in rental housing,
however. This, Martin said, can cause problems
with students partying in homes where young children live next door, and with landlords allowing
their property to deteriorate, thus reducing property values throughout the neighborhood.
Another problem which Martin said complicates
the housing issue is the fact that any home which
was being used as rental property before 1976 is
' grandf athered" out of the three person limit.
"If you can rent the crawl space you can get
away with it." he said.
Martin said the reason so many nonconforming
houses exist in Bowling Green is because in past
years the University called upon the community to
"take a student into your home."
He said that policy benefited both the residents
and the students. The students were able to find
quality housing, boarding in the extra bedrooms of
area residents. The residents, many of whom were
elderly people, benefited from the additional income they received from their renters.

"The problem came when a lot of these older
homes were bought up and changed to multifamily uses which they were never intended for,"
he said.
Martin said that although this is not a new problem for the city, he expects little support from city
council.
"I've dealt with this council for 15 years, and
they are slow to move when dealing with issues involving the University, " he said. "At least I can
say I tried."
City Council President John Quinn said Martin's
petition will be addressed, however.
He said this issue was discussed at the last University-City Relations Committee meeting, and
will be further researched next Monday, Sept. 28 at
6 p.m. when the City Improvement Committee
meets.
"This is an issue we were already addressing
and one we must further address," he said. "We've already hired a part-time zoning inspector in
addition to the full-time one we have. We've
already made a commitment to enforce the zoning
laws, but charges have been made that they are
unenforceable and we need to address that."
Quinn added that a proposal which has been introduced by Michael Marsden, assistant dean of
the college of arts and sciences, calls for stricter
enforcement.
He said that although the council will not hold a
formal public hearing on the subject until it has
researched the situation further, Monday's meeting, which will be held in the council chambers, is
open to the public.
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Yellow House behind Taco Bell

To avoid the rising cost
of obtaining insurance
through a company, Bowling Green City Council
voted to become selfinsured by pooling resources with seven other communities.
The conventional
method of bidding with
companies to obtain insurance is becoming more expensive while the coverage
is becoming less extensive,
said city finance director,
Charles Kerr.
Since 1982, the cost of
premiums has increased
by 350 percent, deductables —the part the city
pays before the insurance
company picks up the
tab—have risen from $1000
to $40,000, an umbrella
clause to cover such unexpected costs as catastrophies has been eliminated,
as has coverage for public
officials, Kerr said.
"Our options were to
continue paying the high
premium or becoming
completely self-insured by
committing some dollars
into a pool to be used for
claims and legal fees,"

"Our options were to continue paying the
high premium or becoming completely
self-insured by committing some dollars
into a pool to be used for claims and legal
fees."
-Charles Kerr, city finance director
Kerr said.

The cities current policy
expires Nov. 1 and is carried by Arthur J. Gallagher Co., Kerr said. The
company will be paid by
the pool to administer
claims.
The premium cost paid
into the pool is determined
by the population size of
the city, its claims history
and its assets, Kerr said.
Bowling Green pays a one
million dollar premium for
a share of 20.4 percent of
the total because it is one
of the largest cities in the
pool.

Bowling Green administrators decided to join a
regional pool with Defiance, Napoleon, Sandusky, Norwalk, Willard,
Huron and Vermillion,
Kerr said.
The contract, entitled
the "Agreement and ByLaws, Buckeye-Ohio Risk
Management Agency,
Inc.," will go into effect on
Oct.l.
Each city involved must
have identical legislation
approved by its city council, Kerr said. Each council already passed a legislation of intent stating mat
the city plans to become
part of the pool. Groundwork for the coalition began a year ago, he added.

The deductible for each
city is $2,500, Kerr said.
"We decided that would be
reasonable because it
keeps the pool from having
to absorb minor claims
such as fender benders"
involving city vehicles.
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If you were unable to
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Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.
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Stress can be conquered
by Tim Baker

reporter
Being away from home for the
first time can be a very stressful, depressing and anxietyridden time for new students.
One University senior still
remembers his first semester
and its difficulties.
"I was having some real
trouble coping with the new
pressures. I put a lot of pressure
on myself to be the best socially
and scholastically. Finally, one
day in the library, it really got to
me. I became very anxious and
stayed that way for a long time,
he said. "It took me several
months to realize my own ability
to cope and to stop pressuring
myself so much."
Craig Vickio, a counselor at
the Counseling and Career Development Center, said students
neea to realize that they will also
overcome their anxiety and
should not view their situation
as permanent or life-threatening.
"For a new student a change
is not only a gaining of something like independence; it is
also the loss of something such

Pagliai's Pizza
945 South Mam Street
352-7571
% -»M!j good Cany (>ul Val
With itm coupon
CROISSANT of Your Choice

Clwckan. Egg. Tuna, or Ham Salad*
Ham A Cnaaaa oi Roan Baal
d«N«CavC«a|tiM»'a.iCwi
«u

A reusable plastic Coke filled Mug

"I try to help students change their
perspectives which is not easy, but not
impossible. It is a gradual process."
-Craig Vickio, counselor
as family presence and a system
of support or identity," Vickio
said. "Most students only see
the advantages of this change
and ignore their losses.''
According to the American
Psychiatric Association, an
anxiety disorder is "a maladaptive reaction to a identifiable
stress that occurs within three
months of an important social
occurrence."
"An anxious, depressed, or a
mixed response are the possible
reactions by the stressed individual to their change," Vickio
said. "These reactions vary
from person to person and in severity.
"Many of my clients experience high anxiety in the evenings and in class," he said, but
couldn't explain why this happens.

Vickio said depression is just
as common in his clients as is
anxiety.
"The people I see with these
problems often set very high
standards for themselves," he
said.
He said when people first
come to school, they lose their
usual sources of support and approval and could develop this
problem.
Most students handle the
change on their own, he emphasized, but some have difficulties.
He said people experiencing
this should realize it is not uncommon or an immature response—people of all ages go
through it while in a major
change.

He said they should either go
to the counseling center or just
talk to a friend about their problem.
With clients, Vickio said he
tries to convey how temporary
this problem is because many
students consider this the worst
time of their lives.
He uses what he calls a "catastrophe scale" in which zero
represents a time when everything is perfect in a person's life,
and 100 is when everything they
have and everyone they know
are gone.
When most students rank
moving away from home,
however, they place it low on the
scale. Vickio said this helps the
student to gain a better attitude
about their problem.
"I can tell a client to stop
pressuring themselves or to
lower their standards, but that
doesn't mean they will," he said.
"I try to help students change
their perspectives which is not
easy, but not impossible. It is a
gradual process.

Blotter
City Police.
QA victim reported an equalizer stolen from his vehicle
parked at a Thurstin Avenue
apartment Sunday at 9:17 p.m.
The glove compartment was
opened, but nothing else was
taken besides the equalizer. No
value was given.

LA complainant reported that
$50 cash was missing from her
home, in the 500 block of Thurstin Avenue, Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
No sign of forced entry was detected, but the door locks could
easily be unlocked. Nothing else
was found missing.

A Sohio gas station employee filed charges against a
subject who failed to pay $19.50
for gas Sunday at 1:40 p.m. The
station attendant told police that
a subject paid for his $7.50 gas
bill with a credit card. The comElainant noticed subject went
ack to his van and put in more
gas at another pump.

Only S2.50 ($3.50 Value!) j CampUS Police
□A student reported the theft
of a plastic wallet from his gym
bag in Anderson Arena Friday.
The wallet contained $24 in cash,

Jewelry Special
Tues. only
Entire Stock

30% Off

a driver's license and a University ID card. The student left
his bag unattended for a few
minutes, police said. The missing items were valued at $40.50.
A complainant reported the
theft of a Craig equalizer with
seven bands and miscellaneous
cassette tapes from a vehicle in
a parking lot on Wooster Street
by Haven House Apartments.
The thief damaged the passenger side door to enter the vehicle. The missing items, reported

stolen on Friday, were valued at
$200.
UA University officer on routine patrol observed a vehicle
nearly strike several girls crossing the street at Manville
Avenue and East Wooster Street
late Friday night. The vehicle
drove away at a "high rate of
speed," and struck a car coming
out of Taco Bell at East Wooster
Street and South Enterprise
Street, police said. City police
arrested the subject, Mark Dulaney, for drunk driving.

Open Tues Eve Till 9:p.m.

fowaer Puff
JL PoUr

BG News/Mike McCune

Dead ringer

Jake Schmeltz. of Luckey, pitches horseshoes Saturday in the
tournament at Community Day in the City Park. Other activities
that day included fishing in the swimming pool, Softball and volleyball.

Phones
: j Continued from page 1.
"For instance, a student would
place a call from 2:00 to 2:05.
They would complete the call,
hang up and place another longdistance call. They would get
billed for two calls, one from
2:00 to 2:10 and one from 2:05 to
2:10, which is impossible," he
said.
Conrad also said he believes

students were not using transferring and three-way calling
often enough.
He said an advisory committee of faculty, staff and students
was formed in the spring to help
decide what future phone options may be available to students. Student members haven't
been chosen by Graduate Student Senate or Undergraduate
Student Government yet, Conrad said.
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APPEARING FROM NEW YORK

DAVE HEENAN
SHOWTIME AND ADMISSIONS:
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY — 9:00 I S3.00
FRIDAY - 8:00 & 10:30 f $5.00
SATURDAY - 8:00 & 10:30 I $5.00

WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
^
Admission only $1.00
afr,T

'with this ad
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS: 865-6828
.5319 Heatherdowns Blvd (Just West ol Reynolds)

A Ready Answer
At Your Reach

One Price!

MODEL EL-533/733
10-DIGIT FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
I 10 digits *itn decimal selection
■ Percent dena percent and rigni
shirt Keys
■ Discounted Casn Flow Analysis
I Performs interest calculations
automatically
I Annual rate/e«ect ve rate
Conversion
I Amortization ol payments
I Comes with application ooo»
batteries ana wallet

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pal' °f
prescription sunglasses all at one low prfcel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or Bat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Bifocals
Single Vision

$7988 $||988
For Both Pairs

for Both Pairs

$2559

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Powerful wallet-size financial companion
in elegant silver & gold-ton* finish.

The public is cordially invited:

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania

472-1113

Bowling Green

Stadium Plaza

352-2533

Tuesday Sept 22, 7:30 p.m.
Gish Theater
Sponsored by Dunamis Outreach
- Free Admission A Qateway Films Release

University Bookstore
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
September 22-24
Student Services Building Forum
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1987 BGSU
HOMECOMING
Food Town is
proud to sponsor
THE FALCONS VS.
WESTERN MICHIGAN
Saturday, September 26
Doyt L. Perry Field
Game
Time
1:30 P.M.

FREE CORSAGE
to the first 1500 ladies who
attend the game...compliments of Food Town and
the BGSU Athletic Dept.

BG News/Rob Upton

Tossing tandem

Kevin Bowerrs. Bowling Green resident, and Tim Ide of Toledo, practice part of their juggling routine in
preparation for the Fall Fest audience. The two. who call themselves Balls Out', were hired by (JAO as
part of the entertainment for Saturday's Fall Fest activities.

Prices effective thru Sunday.
Sept. 27, 1987. Quantity rights reserved.

SAVE WITH
OUR...

Highlife minus beer
by Bill Franctscy
reporter

The University Activities Organization hopes to
lead the way in providing students with alternatives to drinking.
"I see the new drinking age as an opportunity for
UAO to show students that there is more to having
a good time than just having a beer," said Mike
Posey, public relations director for UAO.
Gale Swanka, director of UAO, said the organization needs more quality programming to attract
students to UAO events.
"Awareness of UAO is a key factor," Swanka
said. "The first thing we have to do, knowing
freshmen can't drink, is let them know UAO exists.

"We _ have to do more Thursday and Friday
events in response to students having fewer places
to go. As the semester goes on, we'll try to do more
and more."
Kate Stec, director of the performing arts committee, said she has several non-alcoholic events
in the works for students looking for things to do.
"For example, there's a blanket concert coming
up. There's no alcohol and students can use food
coupons to buy food and pop," she said.
Joe Slagle, director of UAO's Spotlight entertainment committee said he is also trying to program alternatives to the bars.
"I'm looking into bringing back a program
called 'Cabaret,' which was a dinner theater-type
show that took place in the ballroom," he said.

Coke or Sprite
2 Liter
Bottle

79<

UNSWEETENED

REGULAR

Kool-Aid
Betty Crocker
Drink Mixes Brownie Mix
Env.

WE TAKE CARE
OF OUR NURSES.

As an Army nurse,
you'll work hard. But
so will your Army
benefits.
»- ■ There's a good
salary. Opportunities for promotion. You'll get allowances for food, housing,
uniforms, and medical care. Thirty days paid vacation. And you can request
a first assignment-whether it's near your home, or halfway around the world.
We care about your future, too. With opportunities to pursue advanced
education. (If you qualify, you could earn your MSN or PhD, with all tuition
paid for by the Army.) And we offer generous retirement benefits.
The Army cares. Find out more by calling your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter today.
SSG Becky L. Endel
1531 VJ. SyXvania Ave.
Toledo, OH 43612
(419) 476-6866

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

$

6/ 1

2r/2oz.
Box
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TREESWEET LITE

ORVILLE REDENBACHER

Orange
Juice

Microwave
Popcorn
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'El Papa'

Pope John Paul II embraces Polish village

The Pope delivers his message to the people of Hamtramck.

Elsewhere
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Reagan warns Iran Aquino reshuffles army
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - President Reagan,
in a speech to the United Nations, warned Iran yesterday the Security Council would have "no
choice" but to impose sanctions if Tehran did not
stop fighting with Iraq in the Persian Gulf.
He also charged the Soviet Union with spreading
"the false accusation" that the United States,
which has Navy warships in the gulf to protect oil
shipments, is the source of tension in the region.
Keagan laid out his views in an address to the
42nd U.N. General Assembly delivered a day before Iranian President Ali Khamenei was to give
his nation's view of the 7-year-old gulf conflict and
U.N. efforts to intercede.
"I take this opportunity to call upon him clearly
and unequivocally to state whether Iran accepts
a previous Security Council resolution calling for a
cease-fire, Reagan said.
"If the answer is positive, it would be a welcome
step and major breakthrough," Reagan said. "If it
is negative, the council has no choice but rapidly to
adopt enforcement measures."
The security council's July 20 cease-fire resolution threatened sanctions against either side for
failure to comply. U.S. officials say the sanctions
would take the form of an arms embargo.
The president was not interrupted by applause
during his 25-minute address. The seats assigned
to the delegates from Iran and Afghanistan were
vacant while he spoke.
When Reagan mentioned the U.S. desire for Soviet cooperation in ending the Iran-Iraq war and
its desire for a Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan, Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze took notes at his desk.
After outlining the political reforms the United

States wants in Nicaragua, Reagan said, "Unless
this happens, 'democratization' will be a fraud.
And until it happens, we will press for true democracy by supporting those fighting for it"—a reference to the contra rebels fighting Nicaragua's
Marxist-led government.
Reagan also pledged to pursue reductions in
long-range strategic nuclear arms in the wake of
an agreement in principle with the Soviet Union to
eliminate intermediate-range land-based missiles.
In addition, the president said he will continue to
seek peace in Central America, but warned Nicaragua that "we will not, and the world community
will not, accept phony 'democratization' designed
to mask the perpetuation of dictatorship."
Reagan opened his address by welcoming U.N.
Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar back
from a peace mission to Persian Gulf countries,
saying, All men and women of goodwill pray that
the carnage can soon be stopped.
The United States, the Soviet Union and the 13
other council members unanimously approved a
resolution ordering a cease-fire and negotiations in
the Iran-Iraq war.
Administration officials have expressed cautious optimism that the Soviet Union and China
would support sanctions to force Iran to comply.
A Soviet ally, Bulgaria, is one of Iran's principal
arms suppliers, while China has sold Tehran Silkwork anti-ship missiles and other potent arms.
Iraq, which agreed readily to comply with a
cease-fire, resumed its attacks on Iranian oil
shipments in the gulf and on-land installations
when Iran did not respond to the call for a ceasefire.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
President Corazon Aquino began to reshuffle the military
yesterday, naming an "anticoup force" commander for
Manila and a new military
spokesman.
Meanwhile, several thousand
people gathered at a major intersection in suburban Quezon
City yesterday to protest Saturday's unsolved killing of Lean
Alejandro, 27, secretary general
of a leftist coalition called the
New Patriotic Alliance.
Fighting between government
forces and Communist rebels
blocked rail service from Manila to southeastern Luzon and
the military said it thwarted a

filan to blow up a foreign
reighter on Mindanao island.
Aquino conferred yesterday,
with Defense Secretary Rafael
Ileto, Chief of Staff Gen. Fidel
Ramos and other senior commanders. Afterward, the military announced that Brig. Gen.
Ramon Montano, deputy chief of
staff for operations, was named
commander of the National
Capital Regional Defense Command.
The command was established as an "anti-coup force" to
control all armed forces units in
the Manila area. The government is trying to strengthen and
streamline the Manila area armed forces so they can respond
better to future coup attempts.
Before he was forced out last

Thurs. Sept. 24th
Gish Theater 8:00p.m.
Fri./Sat. Sept. 25 S 26
210 MSC 10:00. Midnight
$1.60 admission

Homecoming Movies!
Homecoming Mixer with
"Loved By Millons!"
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Friday, Sept. 25th
9:00p.m.-l :00a.m.
$1.00 admission

HAMBURG, West Germany
(AP) — A West German newspaper reported yesterday that
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev had to be hospitalized during his Black Sea vacation after
suffering serious food poisoning.
The mass-circulation newspaper Bild, citing no sources for
its story, said the Kremlin
leader may have been the target
of a poisoning attempt.
There was no Soviet comment
on the report yesterday.

Hello Dolly!

woodland moll

FrL Sept. 26

210 MSC 8:00

The Comancheros
Sat Sept. 26 210 MSC 8:00p.m.

*

cinema

He was replaced by Col. Oscar
Florendo, the statement said.
Ramos said other changes
would be announced later.

Get your Homecoming Towell
Tues.-Fri. in the) Union
10:00a. m.-4:00p.m.

Wed. Sept. 23 115 Educ. Bid. 8:00p.m.|

Kremlin
leader
poisoned

The reshuffle included the replacement of the military's chief
spokesman, Col. Honesto Isleta,
who was accused of understating Aquino's role in quelling the
Aug. 28 coup attempt, which left
at least 53 people dead and hundreds wounded.

Homcoming '87

Arsenic and Old Lace

BOWLING
GREEN

week, Aquino adviser Joker Arroyo had complained that Manila area forces failed to respond adequately to presidential
orders to strike at mutineers
holding radio and television
stations during a failed coup last
month.

Phone No
354-0558

Print Sale
Sept. 21-25th Lenhart Grand Ballroom
10a.m. - 6p.m.
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65 reasons why you should teach
with software from the
Academic Courseware Exchange
ALWL
Appleiones
Bibliomania
Brainchild Grade
CLR Anova - student version
Drexel Plot
Electromagnelism - Physics Simulations II
Factor 11: Explorainry Factor Analysis
ForlhTalk Library
General Chemistry. Muitiplan Templates
Huckel Molecular Orbitals
Lesson writer

Adas and Overlay
Binary Trees
BRS .simulator
Curriculum Comparer
Drill
Event Tuior
ForthTalk kernel
FunPlol
GeoSlructures
LaserTerminal
Lesson Writer for Chemistry Lessons
MacSimplex
Mastering Statislics with Spreadsheets

LoglMac
MacVoice
Matrix .Algebra

Mechanics - Physics Simulauons Volume I
Model Neuron
Molecular Editor

Modern Physics - Physics Simulations III
Molecular Editor Demo
Pascal Pointers
Problem Solving Interpreter
PROSE Student
Reed Applications II
Signal Operations
SocStai

The National Security Agency is
looking. We're In searoh of new
professional relationships with both
Mr. and Ms. Right. What we offer In return Is
a unique career that may well be the answer
to your personal desires.
What we offer Is certainly different. At NBA,
our threefold mission Is critical to our country's
security. We process foreign Intelligence Information. We safeguard our government's
communications. And we secure our nation's
computer systems. A mission of that proportion requires a diverse range of leading
technology and talented professionals.
Currently, NSA Is searching for Mathematicians, Computer Scientists, Language
Specialists and Electronic Engineers.
Our MaihamaMrisni work with applied and
pure math. They apply—and oreate—a host of
advanced concepts from Galois theory and
combinatorics to probability theory and
astrodynamloa.
Computer Mantlets discover a variety of
projects and technology that Is virtually unparalleled. We use literally acres of computers,
including hardware from every major manufacturer. Applications Include everything from
oommunclatlons software to artificial
Intelligence.
Tjngnaje IpeeiallsU In Slavic, Near Bast,
and Asian languages contribute to our mission
in many ways. NSA linguists tackle the

challenges of translation, transcription and
analysis. They use both their language skills
and their knowledge of world events.
■leotronlo Inglnears also find a vast array
of specialties from Signal Processing and
CAS/CAM to Speech Processing and Computer
Security.
The mission Is vital, the variety staggering.
And the benefits are also Impressive. Our
employees enjoy competitive compensation
plus the many advantages of the BaltimoreWashington area.
If you're in searoh of a meaningful career
with variety and distinction, look to NSA.
Schedule an Interview through your College
Placement Office. Or write to us at the address
below.
NSA will he •>« campiK Ocl

Mid

1 nlcivicwl on r\ til n:ii i nf scnlm*
Tin Computer Science and M.ili
position;

National Security Agency
Attn: M322 (ABE)
Ft. Meade, MD 20768-6000
NSA The opportunities are no secret
An equal opportunity employer.
U.S. olttienehip required for applloant and
immediate family members.

Moan
Personal ResumeWriier
PROSE Insiructor
Reed Applicanons I
Scientists Helper
Skel
SocSludy
Standardizing Recipes and Ingredients
Siudenl Atlas - ISA

Standardizing Recipe Characteristics
Studenl Atlas - Counties
Sludent Atlas - World
The Data Desk - sludent version
The TheaterGame
TLS: Transmission Line Simulator
TouchType
Treaty of Versailles
Turing's World
Animated Waves and Panicles

Tesl and Questionnaire Construction Kit
The SmallGol Compiler
The Would-Be Gentleman
Tools for Writers
Transforms. Windows. Modulation.
Trial Quiz
Venn A Philosphy Tuior

B\ the time MM read this, ihere will be more reasons kinko s rapidlv growing Academic Courseware Exchange
niters cducalinnal software for the Apple'" Macintosh'" and Apple II famih of Computers, all ai costs comparable to
textbooks. Call us for more information, or come in for a free catalog today

kinko's
Great copies Great people

113 Railroad St.

354-3977
•Apple and Macintosh at* trademarks ol Apple Computer Inc.

• call today for a free catalog
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Contract bid investigated

News Briefs

Celeste denies company contacts encouraged contributions
COLUMBUS (AP) — Gov. Richard Celeste said yesterday
that he had asked the administrator of the Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services to investigate a series of no-bid contracts with a Brook Park company that has ties to the Democratic governor.
But both Celeste and OBES
Administrator Roberta Steinbacher denied the contracts with
Tele-Communications Inc.,
worth a total $5.2 million, were
politically motivated.
"I was unaware that they had
new phones at BES," Celeste
said.
The Plain Dealer of Cleveland, quoting financial and telecommunications experts, reported that the equipment was
overpriced and unnecessary and
that the son-in-law of the comCy's chairman contributed
vily to Celeste's 1986 reelection campaign.
Steinbacher, at Celeste's
request, said she had talked with
the state auditor's office about
hiring an independent auditing
company to investigate the department's procurement practices.
"We want to make sure that
we got the best cost available...and so forth," Steinbacher
said in an interview.

She characterized as "totally
false" any inference that
Celeste or his office was involved in the contract.
"If there were mistakes made
over here, they were made
here," she said.
Celeste, at a trade conference
in Columbus, said, "I'm concerned about questions that the
story raises. ... We're going to
take a hard-nosed look afit.
Steinbacher has twice testified to legislative budget committees that the new phone
system was needed because it
was compatible with the state's
microwave network and would
enable the state to save money
on long-distance calls. OBES
pays unemployment benefits
and helps unemployed Ohioans
find jobs.
Celeste campaign finance records indicate that Jeffrey
Friedman, son-in-law of TeleCommunications Chairman Carl
Milstein, contributed $50,000 to
Celeste's re-election campaign
and another $100,000 to the Ohio
Democratic Party.
John McGill, president and 50
percent owner of the company,
denied the contributions by
Friedman helped secure the
OBES contract. Friedman and

McGill had formerly been partners in a cable television franchise.
"We earned every cent we
made, and it wasn't any astronomical sums in terms of profitability for us," McGill said. "Our
prices are competitive and are
excellent prices for the services
we render."
Yesterday, The Plain Dealer
reported that Robert
McEaneney of Columbus, who
lobbied for Telecommunications, was under
OBES contract between 1984 and
1985 to help run a new marketing
program.
McEaneney's consulting contract expired in July 1985. The
first TCI telephone system lease
was signed the next month, the
newspaper said.
Records show McEaneney
contributed $5,000 to Celeste
shortly before the majority of
Tele-Communications phone installations got under way.
McEaneney. through his secretary, said he did not discuss
client affairs with the media.
Other companies were not given a chance to seek the federally funded contracts, as required
by federal rules aimed at pro-

moting competition, the The
Plain Dealer reported.
By state law, competitive bidding is not required on leased
equipment, but State Controlling
Board President Terry Thomas
said the phone contracts appear
to be purchases and that the
agreements should have been
reviewed by the state panel.
OBES Deputy Director Donald McConnell said past experiences with other phone companies had convinced OBES
administrators it would have
been a waste of time to seek
other bidders.
Roy Scott, telecommunications manager of OBES for 16
years, told the newspaper in a
story published Sunday that he
decided to retire as a result of
the installation of the equipment.
"They took what I tried to
keep clean for years and just...
well, let me put it this way: I
didn't hire on as a thief and I
wasn't about to retire as one,"
Scott said. "We were spending
$1,500 to $2,000 for phones you
and I could go out and buy for
$500. They tore out 5-year-old
phones that we owned free and
clear to put these new ones in."

FAA to review aircraft
WASHINGTON (AP) Federal Aviation Administration Chief Allan McArtor, citing public concern about air
safely, announced yesterday
that his agency would conduct a special review of the
U.S. aircraft manufacturing
industry.
The FAA will at the same
time examine its own proce-

dures for overseeing the
companies that make large
and small planes and their
components, McArtor said.
The administrator said the
inspections, which are to be6in next month, were sparked
y a desire to make sure that
manufacturers are keeping
their procedures up to date
for maintaining quality.

LaRouche's trial starts
BOSTON (AP) - Jury
selection began yesterday for
the trial of political extremist
Lyndon LaRouche, five of his
organizations and seven aides
on federal charges that they
raised more than $1 million
through credit card fraud and
then conspired to obstruct an
investigation.
LaRouche was absent,

campaigning for the presidency, his lawyer said.
An unsettled dispute over
the prosecutor's job status
left the availability of key
government witnesses uncertain.
The case is coming to trial
after a year of maneuvering
by the government and 19 defense attorneys.

Grand jury probes PTL
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)
— A "drained and tired" Jessica Hahn testified yesterday
before a federal grand jury
probing the PTL ministry,
answering questions about
her sexual liaison with Jim

Bakker and the subsequent
payoff that led to the TV
evangelist's downfall.
Hahn said the grand jury
wanted her to return today
for more testimony.

YOU HAVE IT.
NOW USE IT!
STUDENTS WITH YOUR ALL-SPORTS
PASS YOU CAN ATTEND ANY AND
EVERY FALCON SPORTS CONTEST FREE! TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT!
NEXT GAME:
HOMECOMING 1987
BGSU vs. WESTERN MICHIGAN
KICK-OFF AT 1:30 P.M.
All-Sports Passes Can Still Be Purchased
At The Memorial Hall Ticket Office
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since the Last Election?
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BG stuffs Cardinals for first win
Defense
shuts out
BSG 24-0
by Jeff McSherry
sports editor

MUNCIE, Ind. - "Crucial"
may not have been one of the
words Moe Ankney used to describe Bowling Green's third
game of the season, but remember, football coaches loathe
adjectives that could put pressure on their football team.
Crucial, however, was exactly
what the Falcons' 24-0 win over
Ball State was Saturday. After
two non-conference losses to
Penn State and Youngstown
State, the Falcons may well
have been on the brink.
"We never said it was a must
win for us, but deep down we
knew we needed a win just for
our psychological well-being,"
the second-year coach said. It
wasn't a must win, but we sure
as hell needed it and the old
coach needed it too." But the
victory means more than Ankney lets on.
BG would not only have
dropped to 0-3 overall, but would
have been handed their first setback in the Mid-American Con;
ference. And there's no room for
losses in a league that's the epitome of parody. Seven teams are
capable of winning the MAC this
year, which means a trip to the
California Bowl.
"We looked at this game like it
was our opening game and put
those other two games aside,"
Falcon defensive end Joe Foley
said. "They were important, but
they don't mean anything on the
road to California.

BG News/Mark Thalman
11 wasn't easv covering Ball Stale spli t end Deon Chester Saturday in the Falcons' 24-0 win, but safety Mike Holmes (23) and the rest of the Falcon defense did a formidable job. Chester
dropped this one and had just one ca tch for 20 yards.

Spikerswinbig
in WVG tourney

"We really stressed all week
that this game was the beginning of a new season. We took
that attitude and started fresh."
The attitude adjustment was
particularly evident on defense.
The shutout was the Falcons'
first since 1985,16 games total.
After allowing an average of
238.5 yards rushing and 407 total
D See Football, page 13.

by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Running game
alive and well
by Tom Skernlvitz
assistant sports editor

MUNCIE, Ind. — Cancel the
obituary notices. Forget the eulogies. Bowling Green's running
game has risen from the dead.
The Falcons' ground attack, a
grave concern alter the first two
weeks of the season, turned
what could have been a funeral
into a 24-0 runaway against Ball
State.
After netting only 73 yards in
losses to Penn State and Youngstown, a great deal of rushing
was the last thing expected from
BG's backfield. BSU's rush defense, the Mid-American Conference's best last season, was
supposed to flick the switch on a
run game resting aimlessly on
drain row.
That is, until BG tailbacks
Mike McGee and Andre Smith
saw the light —daylight created
by yards of open field.
Both played a major role in
the Falcons' first win this
season, rushing for 157 of BG's
198 yards on the ground. The
duo's total was more than twice

the amount gained by everyone
in the teams first two games
combined.
A majority of the 198 yards
came courtesy of McGee, BG's
number-two tailback.
The junior avenged two first-

McGee

Smith

half fumbles by running 89 yards
for a touchdown late in the
fourth quarter. McGee's marathon sprint broke a 23-year-old
record for the longest run in BG
history.
"The offensive line was doing
a terrific job all day," McGee
said. "The hole was there and all
I saw was goal line. After the
two fumbles, that touchdown
made my day.''
□ See Running game, page 10.

BG News/Mark Thalman
BG tailback Andre Smith, a red-shirt freshman, gave the Falcons a much
needed spark to the running game Saturday against Ball State. He finished with 45 yards on 13 carries and had an eight-yard touchdown run.

The Bowling Green volleyball
team is known for its powerful
attack.
The Falcons used their attack
to register kill
after kill to
power them to
three convincing victories
and first place
at the Mountaineer Volleyball Tournament at
West Virginia
Williamson
University.
BG opened the round-robin
tournament with a 15-5,15-8,15-4
victory over Mid-American Conference foe Ohio University. The
Falcons then downed Maryland
15-11, 15-4, 15-1, and the host
Mountaineers 15-8, 15-9, 15-6, to
go undefeated in the tourney and
raise their overall record to 10-2.
Outside hitter Jane Plantz
said the Falcon attack was on
for the entire tournament.
"I think we always have a
good attack, but (at the tournament) we kept pushing on and on
for the whole game and everything came together," she said.
"For the attack to be good we
have to have good passes, and
we did. That's a key point."
With the convincing wins and
continued success of the team,
Falcon outside hitter Jennifer
Russell said the team's seasonal
goals have changed to bigger
and better things.

"I think their is no limit to this
team. We were predicted to finish second in the MAC, but I feel
that's not a realistic goal," she
said. "I feel we're going to finish
first in the MAC and go to the
MAC tournament and win it."
The Falcons had six players
finish the tourney with .300 hitting percentages and above, including tourament Most Valuable Player Jo Lynn Williamson,
who registered 53 kills and 4 errors in 72 attempts for a .681
average.
Williamson, along with setter
Linda Popovich and middle
blocker Kelley Ellett, made the
all-tournament team.
Williamson, who was sick with
bronchitus last week, said the
improved Falcon defense and
passing game were what aided
the attack and her individual
success.
"1 think our team defense was
a lot better. We passed up a lot
more balls to the net and were
able to run more things," the cocaptain said. "I also think Linda
looked to me a little more and
my hitting was smarter because
I didn't just try to hit the ball
hard, but into the open spots."
Russell said Williamson
Elayed a solid and complete
lurnament, never once having
a bad game.
"She played well and never
got down on her self," she said.
She didn't have one bad game
and was consistent throughout
the whole tournament.
"An average like that is really
C See Volleyball, page 15.

ICI stops Falcons

Booter's win streak halted in 3-1 loss
by Al Franco
sports reporter

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Gree n forward Mike Anticoli (right) looks for an opening against the tenacious defense of Indian
a's Bob Trlgg (4). The Falcons lost 3-1 Sunday to the Hoosiers on Mickey Cochrane Field. Trigg also had a
goal for III.

The Indiana soccer team was able to accomplish something no other team could do this
season — beat Bowling Green.
BG's undefeated streak was snapped after
five games as IU defeated the Falcons 3-1 at
Mickey Cochrane Field on Sunday. IU raised its
record to 6-2 while BG's record stands at 5-1.
The game was characterized by IU making the most of
its chances, while BG seemed
to control the tempo. BG mental errors on defense allowed
IU the opportunity to capitalize on scoring chances.
BG head coach Gary Palmisano said that the mistakes
cost the Falcons the game.
Karten
"I felt that we were able to stay with them
and had the edge in play," Palmisano said.
"But you can't make mental mistakes like the
ones we had today and expect to win."
The Hoosiers first tally was set up after Falcon backer John Felton was issued a yellow
card for hauling down a Hoosier forward. IU

was awarded an indirect kick and scored on a
misdirection shot. Herb Hauler kicked the the
ball to Han Roest who was standing near the
right post. Roest headed it to Sean Shapert who
headed it into the net low to the right of BG
keeper Mickey Loescher who was moving to his
left.
IU'S second goal came with just seven seconds remaining in the first half. The BG defense
was unable to guard Hoosier backer Bob Trigg.
Trigg took the corner kick pass from Simon
Katner and beat Loescher with a low shot into
the left corner of the net.
IU scored its third goal 56:56 into the game.
Shapert fed Hoosier forward Ken Snow with a
pass that send him in the clear on a breakaway. Snow kicked the ball low to the right side
of the net for the final IU tally. Shapert collected a goal and a assist to add to his team leading
statistics. He has four goals and three assists
for 14 points on the season, while Snow tallied
his 10th point with his fifth goal.
BG managed to have several good scoring
chances of its own in the first hall. Senior forward Steve Aleric found himself alone in front
of the Hoosier net at 33:58. Aleric seemed to lose
his footing and slipped while kicking the ball.
C See Soccer, page 15.
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Linksters place ninth Harriers place fifth
at Lady Badger Invite Standouts McKenna and Nichols injured*
by Adam Campisi
sports reporter

After an impressive second-place finish two
weeks ago at the Ferris State Invitational, the
Bowling Green women's golf team could only
manage a ninth-place finish at the Lady Badger
Invitational in Madison, Wis. this past weekend.
The tournament consisted of 12 teams and
was won by Ohio State with a team score of 936.
BG posted a team score of 1034 over 54 holes.
The score fell short of the 959 the team shot at
Ferris State.
Senior captain Laura Broadbent was the top
BG finisher with a score of 245, including a 78 in
the first round. She finished tied for 18th in the
tournament.
Sophomore Ingrid Lundblad, who captured
the individual title at Ferris State, finished 23rd
overall with a score of 249. Junior Kelly Strick-

Hicks and Fulmer," Sink said.
"They responded to the pressure
and ran solid races."
Sink was also pleased with the
The key to having a successful way the men executed the game
cross country team is depth, and plan.
"I wanted them to run
Bowling Green proved they had
together and stay together
plenty on Saturday.
Coach Sid Sink's men and throughout the race," Sink said.
women harriers had to over- "It was a hard course and withcome adversity when they com- out the captains, I thought they
Eeted in the Kentucky Invita- responded well.
Trie BG women ran a strong
onal.
The men's squad went into the race and posted an eighth-place
meet without junior co-captain finish in the field of 17.
Mike McKenna who was nursing
shin strains. Things, however,
They snowed their depth by
didn't get any better once the placing six runners in the top 70
meet started. Senior co-captain out of 128 runners. They were led
Todd Nichols had to pull out dur- by senior standout Bonnie
ing the race after reinjuring a Ramsdell who finished 20th with
foot which has hampered him a time of 18:57. With this not bemost of the season.
ing one of her best races, the
rest of the team played an even
Although the squad was bigger role than usual.
stripped of its two leaders, they
Kathy Kubicki ran a 19:42
still rose to take fifth in the which placed her 37th. Mary
16-team field.
Louise Zurbach finished the
They were led for the second 5,000 meter course in 19:53
consecutive week by Brock
safety because they risked being Merriam and John Hickman.
Running game
tackled and surrendering the Merriam came from 35th at the
ball deep in their territory.
halfway point to take 17th with a
D Continued from page 9.
But San Francisco defensive time of 25:44. Hickman placed
lineman Kevin Fagan tackled 27th on the 8,000 meter course
Moments after his score,
Brooks with two seconds re- with a time of 26:08. Also runMcGee was rewarded with a
maining. San Francisco quar- ning a strong race was Jeff
15-yard penalty for allegedly
terback Joe Montana threw a Hastings who finished 37th in the
"taunting" the opponent.
25-yard touchdown pass to field of 129 runners. Coach Sink
Afterward, McGee protested,
receiver Jerry Rice over Cin- was pleased with these top three
saying BG runners have had
cinnati rookie cornerback Eric performances.
little to celebrate in recent
"We really missed McKenna
Thomas, and kicker Ray Worsweeks.
ening's extra point won the and Nichols," Sink said. "But1
"I was pointing at my
game. Both teams no-v are 1-1. Merriam, Hickman, and Hast
friends in the stands over
as a strike looms for National ings ran the best races of their
there, but (the referee)
Football League players at odds careers."
thought I was pointing the
The key to the fifth place finwith team owners over free
ball in our opponent's faces,"
ish fell upon the legs of senior
agency for players.
McGee said. "But I wasn't do"I won't forget this one," he Chris Hicks and freshman Dan
ing that. It's not my style."
said. "We all have very unplea- Fulmer. Both of these runners
McGee came close to
sant memories and, if we're helped fill the void left by
spending his Saturday on the
smart, if we're real profession- McKenna and Nichols by finishFalcons bench despite being
als, we'll also have a tremen- ing 38th and 54th respectively.
given a royal chance to prove
dous lesson to learn."
"I was really pleased with
himself in front of coach Moe
Ankney.
Jeff Davis, BG's starting
tailback, was forced to leave
the game early in the first
half. After gaining 28 yards in
two carries, Davis suffered a
quadricep (thigh) contusion
to his left leg.
McGee, who has battled for
the starting spot all season,
was then inserted and responded by scoring the Falcons' first touchdown — a
one-yard run. But a pair of
fumbles — one on a botched
handoff from quarterback
Rich Dackin — led to his
quick exit.
"The quarterback and I
were having troubles with the
handoffs," McGee aid. "That
was a problem. I was mad at
myself. I knew I could do betTuesday, September 22, 1987
ter than that, but I had to
come back from adversity."
Tafl Room (3rd floor University Union)
McGee was not the only
person disgusted with his per5:00p.m.

land shot a 264 which was good for 42nd place.
Also, freshman Heidi Wright scored a 279 for
52nd place while Rena Fnedline finished 55th
with a score of 289.
Head Coach Greg Nye felt the course conditions at the Blackhawk Country Club were unfavorable to the golfers. Because it rained before the tournament, the golfers were not able
to get a full practice round in.
The course was the direct opposite of the
course here at Bowling Green," Nye said. "It
presented problems to our golfers."
Forrest Creason (BG's course) is flat which
contrasted with the hilly course in Madison.
This type of course put the Falcons in positions
where they had to play a lot of uphill and downhill lies which are virtually non-existent at
Forrest Creason.
The women linksters travel to Columbus on
Friday to compete in the Lady Northern Intercollegiate Tournament at Ohio State.

by Don Hensley
sports reporter

Fans want Wyche fired
CINCINNATI (AP) — Some
Cincinnati Bengals fans called
Monday for the firing of Coach
Sam Wyche because of the
Bengals' last-second collapse in
giving away a game Sunday to
the San Francisco 49ers.
Wyche said he had only himself to blame for the loss.
"I feel like I've been cut," he
told reporters after Cincinnati's
stunning 27-26 loss Sunday to the
49ers. I really don't blame
anybody but me for this one."
Bengals' fans, who watched
their team blow a 26-20 lead in
the final two seconds, also were
inclined to blame Wyche, Cincinnati's fourth-year head
coach.

In response to an informal
telephone-in poll conducted
Monday by Cincinnati radio
station WLW, 61 percent — or
477 — of the 775 fans who called
said Wyche should be fired. The
remaining 39 percent said he
should be retained.
Wyche elected to have running
back James Brooks carry the
football on a sweep with six seconds left Sunday to run out the
clock. Wyche said he decided not
to punt because of the danger of
having the punt blocked and run
in for a touchdown.
He said he elected not to have
the Bengals run the ball into
their end zone for a two-point

lownTown, inc
downf
Proudly Presents

KGW R6EV6S
every Wednesday 9:30-1:30
Playing the hits from the
60's & 70's

NO COVER

GREAT DRINK SPECIALS

WOOD^ta
"Your Connection to the World"

CAMPUS RESIDENTS
For the first time, cable TV in your
room, at a special price. Subscribe to
basic service and add HBO at a
discount with free installation, as
stated on the coupon.

IHB©

COUPON

HB©

1. FREE HBO INSTALLATION
when HBO is added to current service

2. Pay for 2 months of HBO and receive

3rd month FREE
| 3. Up to $2 value at Steve's Ice Cream

I

SSL

wood cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8424

Office Hours:
8:00 A.M. -5:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

The BLACK STUDENT UNION

Meet the Candidates
for
1987-1988 Officers

Free Refreshments

Ownthesky.

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They'll show you die meaning of wings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying al its best. AndI your ticket to fly is ^Jfi
your college diploma. If you'd like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer. 1-800-423-2600.

which placed her 46th. Also pacing the women was sophomore
Missy Ellers who finished 55th.
Also running fine races weri
freshmen Laura Schultes and
Carolyn Goins who finished 66th
and 67th.
"The women are improving
every week ," Sink said. "They
ran very well, and I'm very'
6leased with the performance of
le two freshmen."
The harriers are going to have
to continue to run well this
weekend when they travel to
Miami. Sink predicts the race
will be very close.
The Miami meet will be a good,
test for the harriers. The men
may be without both captains.
Both McKenna and Nichols are
Suestionable for this weekend.
ut with the women healthy anrJ
the younger runners rising to the'
forefront, the Falcons should
continue to produce winning results.
*

formance.
"McGee, I was really down
on him after his two fumbles," Ankney said. "But I
put him back in the second
half and he showed he can
bounce back from adversity." McGee, who finished
with 112 yards, was more
than grateful for his mentor's
decision to reinstate him in
the fourth quarter.
"The coach told me I was
coming into the game and I
knew this was my chance,"
McGee said. "I couldn't mess
up my handoffs. I knew another score could put the ball
game away."
With McGee bench-ridden
until his late-game heroics,
the burden was put on the
shoulders of red-shirt freshman Andre Smith.
The Cleveland St. Joseph's
graduate took advantage of
his first major role as a Falcon. In 13 carries, Smith
gained 45 yards and scored
his first collegiate touchdown
on an eight-yard run in the
second quarter.
Despite a third-quarter
fumble, Ankney was pleased
with his underclassman's
performance.
"Andre Smith really gave
us a big spark when he came
in," Ankney said. "I'm disappointed in his fumble,
though. He was trying to
make big play when he should
have just went down."
For Smith, it was a dream
come true.
"I'll never forget this day.
My first touchdown."

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Rd,
Qarrettavllle, Ohio 44231
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Ruggers prove top
ranking: down UK
The Bowling Green club rugby
team celebrated its ascent as
the number one team in the
nation by demolishing the University of Kentucky 42-10 and
&6 this weekend.
An estimated crowd of 500
watched BG shred the thirdranked Wildcats for fifteen tries
in the sweep.
UK, who took the Falcons to
the wire in last spring's Midwest
Universities Cup, was being
picked to be the next colliegate
dynasty. However, BG showed
why they were the number one
team as they coasted to victory.
"We had a simple game
plan," Falcon coach Roger
Mazzarella said. "Jump all over
their case right from the start
and make them spend the afternoon reacting to our playing
style and not the other way
around."
The Falcons did just that as
they scored just seconds into the
game when wing Scott Ault turned the end for a try. Less than a
minute later, wing Rob. Clark
went around the right side for a
try and after Tony Konczak's
conversion kicks, BG led 12-0.
The Wildcats' defense improved briefly before Clark and
Ault tallied another pair of tries.
Konczak's conversions upped

the score to 24-0. Eight-man
Todd Haitz closed the first half
scoring when he stole a Kentucky pass and went in for a try
to make it 284).
Kentucky captain Rob Butler
said the Falcons had too much
for his team to handle.
"The intensity that BG had entering the game knocked us off
our offensive footing," Butler
said. "It's pretty obvious that
BG is still the team to beat
around here."
UK tried to make a game of it
in the second half on tries by
centers Andy Steere and Rich
Boone. However, the game had
already been decided and was
virtually out of reach.
Ault tallied two more tries and
fly-half Mike Sylvester added
his first and after Konczak's
fifth conversion, the game ended
at 42-10.
Mazzarella singled out back
row players Dallas Black, Carl
Vella and Haitz as having outstanding performances.
"Those three were everywhere disrupting, starting
movements, and disrupting
some more, he said.
Despite the opening game
blow-out, Kentucky had nopes of

^^^^^B 1 ™

redeeming itself in the second
game.
However, those hopes were
quickly dashed as wing Bob
Mateljan scored the first of his
four tries. Center Callen Breen
tallied one try while Keith
Cheery scored two tries and
kicked four conversions in the
36-6 romp.
The third side defeated Findlay 10-4 on the strength of a pair
of tries by wing Scott Blommel
and a conversion by scrum half
R.T. Naples, while the fourth
side was only able to muster a
try by wing Dave Oster to tie
Ohio Northern 4-4.
BG, now 8-1-1, will play the
Dayton Ary 11s in a doubleheader
at 1 p.m. at College Park on Saturday. It will be their second
senior league opponent in less
than two weeks.
The Senior League consists of
best 21 city level teams in the
Midwest and are the only teams
eligible to compete tor the
National Club Championship.
Despite Dayton's close proximity, it will be the first meeting
between the two squads. Ealrier
last week, BG shut out Senior
League member Toledo 24-0 and
320.

^
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BG News/Mike McCune
Bowling Green center Callen Breen breaks away from Kentucky center Rich Boone on his way to a try tor the
Falcons. BG defeated the host Wildcats 42-10 and 36-6 in a battle of top-ranked Midwest region teams this
weekend.
■ •!•! i -•,. ■■■■■■
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" Pizza
of the Week

352-7571
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The real fireworks
are in the
document itself-

You bet. At least it will be
too late to get your senior
portraits back in time to
give with or as Christmas
gifts unless you act now.
Schedule your portrait sitting for this week or next or
you'll miss out on one of
the best gift accompaniments there is: a senior
portrait by Varden Studios
of New York.

Gail
The KEY office
now
at 372-8086.
Sign up and be eligible
to win a $130 photo
package

Do it now!
Don't be a Scrooge

The Constitution
Banned Books Week
Celebrating the Freedom to Read
September 19-26, 1987

Don't take the First Amendment for Granted!
More information at: The University Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.
Mon-Fri, 8:00-5:00
Saturday, 9:00-5:00
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Two great ways
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The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most
essential part of your education.
A Macintosh" computer.
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple,
unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away.
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit
your campus computer center and fill out an entry form. While
you're there, take a Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers,
categorize elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall
of pork-belly prices, compile computer code, and talk to other
computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a
mouse, so to speak, will receive a free Apple' memo board

So head over to your campus computer center today.
And ask about our Student Financing Program.
Who knows? You may soon find yourself cruising a little
farther than you expected.

A Test drive a Macintosh. "'SB1*
You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.

Enter September 10 - October 14
Union, Technology,
or Library Labs
Certain restrictions apply, vfc.ii your campus a xnputer ana faf a unpfctc promotional details One free Hi mda Elite'" SO Scooter will be awarded pet panicipatinK school;
only registered students and faculty are dibble to »m Odds of MnmnR van dependmu an s</c i i school and number of contest entrants So purchase necessary
C198" Apple Computer. Inc. Apple and the \pplek>^iaa'regtsteasJtradcmarlisiif.\ripleCciiiputerJrK NUinkrJiisatraocmarkof Apple Computer. Inc Elin-isairadcmarkoflkxida
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Football

> News/Mark Thalman
BG linebacker John Rolwing celebrates a fourth-quarter fumble by Ball State running back Mark Stevens in the
Falcons' 240 victory Saturday. Stevens' fumble, recovered on the BG 11 yard line by cornerback Ray Southard, preserved the Falcons' first shutout since 1985.

Netters win
The Bowling Green women's tennis team defeated the University
of Pittsburgh 8-1 yesterday to raise its record to 1-2 on the season.
After losing to Marquette in the season opener, followed by a 9-0
trouncing at the hands of Penn State, BG rebounded in Pittsburgh,
Pa.
"We played at Penn State the day before and lost 9-0 to an excellent team/' first-year coach Sheila Chiricosta said. "But as it turned
out, it was a really good warmup for us.
"Overall, I feel like we learned from the first two losses and I was
really pleased by the way we used our heads and played good percentage tennis."
Leading the Falcon netters was Julie Banks who won first singles
6-3,6-2, and teamed with Kim Damrauer to win first doubles 6-1,6-3.
Damrauer won third singles 7-6,7-5.
Nanette Zimmerman won second singles 6-2,6-1 while pairing up
with Brenda Conley to win second doubles 6-1,6-0. Conley won fourth
singles 6-2,6-3.
Clothing
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Late

1800's

thru
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1960a

■
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D Continued from page 9.
yards per contest in their first
two games, the Falcon defense
responded in a big way.
BG allowed the Cardinals only
258 total offensive yards, but
more importantly, the Falcon
defense made Dig plays all
afternoon.
BG registered two sacks of
quarterback Wade Kosakowski.
recovered two fumbles, and
intercepted two passes. Many of
these turnovers came deep in
Falcon territory.
"It was unbelievable with all
the bad situations we put our defense in with the kicking same
and fumbles (five-two of them
lost) today, they were still able
to make big enough plays to
have a shutout," Ankney said.
The Falcon punting game has
been a glaring weakness in the
first two games, but against the
0-2 Cardinals, this ineptness was
never so clear. BG punter Mark
Bongers averaged a mere 25.5 in
four attempts. He did. however,
put one inside the BSU 20-yard
line in the first quarter. The poor
punting gave the Cardinal's
great field position all day, but
they never capitalized. BSU's
average field position on the day
was their own 41, while the
average BG drive started on
their own 29.
But it didn't matter — BG was
relentless in shutting down the
BSU offense.
"When we saw that zero up on
the scoreboard, especially in the
second half, it gave us incentive
to keep it there," Foley said.
"We had a good defensive
scheme, our coaches had a good
game plan, and we executed it
pretty well."
The defense was led by Foley
(six tackles, two for losses) and
outside linebacker John Hunter,
MAC Defensive Player of the
Week with 11 tackles, one for a
loss, and two pass breakups. Sophomore linebacker Charles
Dotson had 10 tackles (seven
unassisted), while cornerback
Ray Southard had eight, seven
unassisted.
While the defense was having
its best day in nearly two years,
the offense was also piling up
some impressive numbers with
499 yards total yards —the most
since the Falcons' last regularseason game of 1985.
And surprisingly, BG did it
with a mix of the pass andthe
run. BG had netted only 73 yards
rushing in the first two games.
Quarterback Rich Dackin was
16 of 28 for 295 yards (a personal

best), and unlike the previous
weeks, was able to spread the
ball all over the field, to the sidelines and to the middle.
He utilized nine different
receivers, including center Ken
Schriner who caught a deflected
pass in the second quarter.
Flanker Ron Heard was the
leading receiver with five catches for 131 yards.
BG's running game was led by
Mike McGee who carried the
ball 13 times for 112 yards and
Andre Smith who had 45 yards
on 13 carries.
The Falcons' first scoring
drive was led by McGee who
carried the ball six times of the
nine-play, 54-yard scoring drive.
McGee came in for the injured
Jeff Davis who coughed up the
ball twice before being hurt.
McGee tallied the first BG TD
when he carried the ball in from
the one on an option from
Dackin to make it 7-0 at 3:55 of
the first quarter. McGee,
however, was soon to leave the
game after two fumbles.
So in came red-shirt freshman
Andre Smith early in the second
quarter.
His running, along with a
20-yard and 23-yard reception by
Heard, set up Smith's eight-yard
TD run off tackle at 7:54.

Smith's run capped a 10-play,
95-yard drive. The Falcons then
made it 17-0 with just 1:M left in
the first half on a 20-yard field
goal by Jason Zellar. His field
goal was set up by a 10-play,
59-yard drive.
The only other score of the
game came after Ankney reinserted McGee. On the very first
play he returned, McGee went
off tackle through a gaping hole
and went 89 yards for the score
to make it 2M with 6:40 left In
the third quarter.
His TD run was the longest in
school history.
"Mike McGee, I was really
down on him after his two fumbles, but I put him in the second
half and he showed he can
bounce back from adversity.
And so can the Falcons.
"Last Saturday, I just didn't
think we were a very good football team," Ankney said. "But I
knew there was hope.
"And now I've got to believe
with the play of our defense, and
the plays we came up with scoring some points, we do have a
pretty good football team. We
are not world-beaters yet, but if
we can keep improving, we can
be a real factor (in the race for
the conference crown).
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TUESDAY:

LADIES NIGHT

FEATURING: FOUR PLAY
ALL MALE FANTASY REVUE
DOORS OPEN
7:30

SHOWTIME
8:00

COVER
2.00

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE

SHORT SHORTS CONTEST FOLLOWING
• MEAN GREEN CASH

THURSDAY: COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
TWISTER CONTEST
• CASH AND PRIZES
• 18 AND OVER

SEPTEMBER 22-24
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING FORUM
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 8:00-5:00 p.m.

•

*t»

JAGE FASHIONS
OBJETO'ART

ALL COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
COMPUTER BOOKS
DESK LAMPS

lLou*«n«Avt • P»<—/«Oui-g, O»o 43331
419'374 4Q18
Anns
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BuiMloio tu«N

■
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HEWLETT PACKARD & TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CALCULATORS
SHARP & SONY WALKMANS
TDK & BASF CASSETTES
SONY & WALBASH DISKETTES
LABTEC HEADPHONES

Prizes

«5

TOASTMASTER TOASTER...REMOTE CONTROLLED TOY
CORVETTE...JORDACHE TOTE SET...PICNIC BASKET...PANASONIC
B&W T.V....PANASONIC STEREO MUSIC SYSTEMCOMPUTERS ON DISPLAY 9:00 - 3:00 p.m.
COMPLIMENTS OF COMPUTER SERVICES

ALL SALES FINAL
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY.
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I MADE $18.
FOR COLLEGE

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since Fm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

99

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
DM OF

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
AREA CODE

US CITIZEN. D YES D NO

PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

EE32

OCCUPATION
STUDENT D HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE DYES D NO
BRANCH

RANK

AFM/MOS
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National Guard
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Army National Guard
A mericans A t Their Best.
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Owners guilty of collusion Strike may be avoided
NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball
owners conspired to "destroy"
free agency after the 1985
season, an arbitrator said yesterday in a ruling which could
force open the market for stars
like Jack Clark, Dale Murphy
and Cal Ripken Jr.
In his 16-page decision, arbitrator Tom Roberts wrote that
free agents "surely had a value
at some price and yet no offers
were advanced.
Roberts
underlined the word "no" in his
ruling.
The decision affects Kirk Gibson, Donnie Moore and 60 other
free agents, but it offered no
remedies. Further hearings beginning this week will determine
such action.
"The arbitrator found that the
clubs entered into a common
scheme, the effect of which was

to destroy free agency," said
players' union head Don Fehr.
In other words, they corked the
market. We will ask the arbitrator ... (to) make sure that it will
never happen again."
Asked if he was surprised by
the ruling, the union's associate
general counsel, Gene Orza,
said: "Not really. I think if 95
percent of the baseball fans
understood what was going on,
one arbitrator could figure it
out."
Fehr said he expected to meet
with Roberts and the owners'
chief negotiator, Barry Rona, to
work out solutions. Fehr said he
will seek remedies through
money or new free agency opportunities for players already
affected, along with punitive
damages from the owners. Fehr
would not say how much money

Soccer
D Continued from page 9.
The shot went high and over the net.
Junior forward Tom Kasten also had a good
opportunity at 34:54 as his shot appeared to
brush the III goal post
IU head coach Jerry Yeagley said that he was
impressed with the way BG played after beig
down 3-0.
"I compliment coach Palmisano and the
team for hanging in there after the score was
3-0.," Yaegley said. "A lot of teams would have
given up, but they came right back and played
hard."
By the time the Falcons could get their
offense on track, it was too little and too late.
Kasten scored the only BG goal at 76:48 mark.
Aleric shot a hard drive toward the IU net. The
shot deflected of a IU backer and right to
Kasten. Kasten drilled the ball by Bruce Killough to break the IU shutout bid. The goal
made Kasten the leading BG scorer with three
goals for six points on the season.
Killough came in for starting goalkeeper
Juergen Sommers at 73:30. Sommers shutout
the Falcons by turning away one BG shot, while
Killough also made one save. BG was outshot
by a nine to three margin with Loescher making
six saves.
Jerry Yeagley said that Loescher was able to
keep the game close by coming up with big
saves.
"I thought their keeper (Loescher) made
some very good saves, Yeagley said. "There
was a point that the score could have easily

Volleyball
a Continued from page 9.
. . . exceptional. She was definitely the best player there."
Also above the .300 mark for
the Falcons was Popovich
(.381), Lynne Nibert (.381),
Sheri Fella (.583), EUett (.467)
and Jennifer Russell (.571).
However, BG coach Denise
Van De Walle said before the
tournament she wanted her
teams' serving to improve. The
serving did improve, lead by
Popovich, who nad seven service aces.
"Going into the tournament
we were working on improving
our serving and overall consistency." she said. "I feel we accomplished those things."
Another strong point for the
Falcons was their blocking.
Nibert had 12 total blocks (8 assists and 4 solos), while Ellett
recorded 8 blocks (5 solos and 3
assists).
Ellett said her improved
blocking should be credited to
Van De Walle.
"Coach kept telling me to be

the union would seek.
Roberts will also hear the damage portion of the proceeding.
"I don't think it's real clear
what it all means," said Gibson,
the Tigers outfielder. "What the
consequences of today's decision will be is what I'll be interested to."
Roberts noted that Kansas
City looked at Gibson but "the
interest of the Royals in Gibson
suddenly cooled... concurrently
with a meeting of the owners at
St. Louis, Mo., in October of 1965
and a gathering of the general
managers in Tarpon Springs,
Fla., during November of 1985."
Only two free agents, utilitymen Juan Beniquez and Dane
Iorg, moved to different teams
between the 1985 and 1986
seasons.

been four or five to nothing, but he kept them in
At 34:04 of the match, Loescher was able to
dive to his left and make an outstanding save on
a shot by IU forward Marc Behringer. With a
minute and 14 seconds left until half, Loescher
was equal to the task again as he jumped high to
rob a drive by midfielder Herb Haller.
In the final half, BG seemed to get its offense
going and dominate the remainder of the game.
"In the first half, we made a lot of mental
mistakes," Palmisano said. "In the second
half, I felt we took it to them."
Yeagley said that the BG rally was because of
an IU mental lapse.
"Except for tne last one-third of the game, I
was satisfied with the way we performed,"
Yeagley said. "I felt we lacked composure in
the final third of the game."
Whether the cause was a BG rally or a IU
mental lapse, the Falcons were able to obtain
bonified scoring opportunities, but with the exception of Kasten's goal, the shots were off the
mark. Kasten drilled a shot from in close over
the net at 74:40, while BG sophomore midfielder
Patrick Shea shot the ball wide when he had a
good chance at 67:43.
BG will try and get back on track Wednesday
as they travel to Columbus to face Ohio State.
This will be the first time this season that the
Falcons will play on "astro-turf" at Ohio Stadium. BG will return to Mickey Cochrane Field
on Saturday as they take part in the homecoming festivities hosting Eastern Michigan at 4
p.m.

aggressive and try to dominate
atthe net," EUett said. "I really
concentrated on that."
D O D
BG travels to Michigan to face
the Wolverines tonight in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
UM is 10-2 on the year and
paced by sophomore hitters
Wendy Raber (.300 hitting percentage) and Karen Marshall
(.240) and setter Lisa Vahi (159
assists).
UM assistant sports information director Jody Humphries
said the Wolverines are very
young and tend to make mistakes.
"They're talented, but up and
down," she said. "They can play
great, but they can play terrible.
They are not very consistent at
all.'*
Ellett said the Falcons are not
going to do anything different
against the Big 10 school.
"I'm excited to play them,"
she said. "It's going to be harder
than this weekend was, but if we
play our game we will be able to
beat them."
Game time is 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
CLOTHING SALE

<*©J* Sept. 22-24
V Cr 3 days only

American Heart
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NEW YORK (AP) - NFL players had their
picket signs but still no orders to strike yesterday,
only hours from the deadline for their second walkout in six seasons. There were some hints that the
negotiators might go an extra day in hopes of
averting a strike.
"I have something up my sleeve," said union
chief Gene Upshaw.
The league told free agents who would sub for
strikers to report tomorrow, a day later than
planned, and Upshaw said the season could go on
uninterrupted if an agreement was reached as late
as today.
As management leaders met with their negotiator. Jack Donlan, and Commissioner Pete Rozelle
at league headquarters, Upshaw withheld an announcement until the ABC telecast of the New
England Patriots-New York Jets game, the last
before the strike deadline.
"I haven't announced the strike yet," Upshaw
said late in the afternoon. He didn't say he
wouldn't, either, but even that bit of uncertainty
gave rise to hope.
"I think you could hammer out a deal in a matter
of a day, but it will take two or three days to do the
language," Upshaw said. "If we started today
there would be no reason there couldn't be games
Sunday. Even if we talked tomorrow it could still
be done. In 1982 they took eight weeks off and came
right back."
In 1982, a 57-day strike wiped out seven weeks of
the season.
Upshaw said if there is a strike, picket lines
would go up Wednesday "because the owners
changed when the scabs come in until then.''
Part of the players' demand is that management
repay :18 million in what the union calls "delinrnt contributions plus interest earnings." Upw contends the owners cheated the union out of
that much money when the 1982 contract was finalized.
"One thing we have to make sure of this time is
GAME

MOVIES

"We have to be willing to walk out for the
season," he said. "Whenever I've talked to a team,
I said, 'Look, one thing you have to understand if
you walk, you're walking for the season.' I don't
want anyone to think it's going to be a week, a day,
two days. It's for the duration, and they know
that."
The previous walkout was over a demand that
players receive 55 percent of the NFL's gross revenues, which amounted to a package of about: 1.6
billion over four years. They settled for :1.28 billion over five years, plus incentives.
The basic issue in the current dispute is the demand by the union for free agency for players who
have completed four full seasons in the league. The
owners are willing to give players only a liberalized version of the current compensation
system, under which only one player has changed
teams in 10 years.
D
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Are you interested in spending
a few hours of your week
with a special population?
&
*>

1

CALL Nancy Ruby at 372-6588
or Pam Kerkendall at 372-3394
For more information
Sponsored by VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS
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DANCES

GAMES

MOVIE

DANCING

CRAFTS

If only typewriters let you proofread your
work before they printed it on the page.
What a mess!
You've just proofread your term paper
and it's got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can't hand in a paper like this
So no matter how tired you are, you've
got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it on
a Videowriter.•

The Videowriter solves all
your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one:
typos.
On an ordinary typewriter
it would mean a bottle of
white-out and a frustrating interruption.
On a Videowriter
it just means pressing the key marked "delete." That's
all. Because you type your work on a
screen before you print it on a page.

/gk

It edits.

WL
And how about those bigger problems
\J|^ like wanting to rearrange paragraphs''
On an ordinary typewriter you have to "cut and
paste" them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked "move" and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It's that simple.

Take an
ADDITIONAL 20% off
all MARKED DOWN clothing

that the language is right," Upshaw said. "In 1982
we had the agreements in principle, and the
players went right to work.
"When they went to work, we lost millions of dollars in the language of the contract that was eventually drawn up. That's how they got the :18 million in pension.
The owners plan to go on with the season, breaking for a week, then continuing Oct. 4-5 by using
free agents and players released in training camp.
Some teams, like Indianapolis, say they already
have full rosters, others have barely more than
one or two players signed.
As for roster players crossing the picket line,
Upshaw said, "Any player who goes in is going to
cut his career short. He 11 never be the same again.
His teammates won't like him, the bitterness will
be there. You never forget the guy who tried to
stab you in the back. And this is not the type of
game that you need added incentive for anyone."
Upshaw said he told players to be prepared for a
lone strike.

buttons and it does the counting for you.
It makes multiple copies.
From time to lime you want a copy of
what you've typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won't
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you'll have to look for is the
button marked "print." Press it
and the Videowriter will make
another original.
And because your work is automatically stored on a standard
3'/i" floppy disk, you can
make those copies
whenever you
want.
It obviously does
a lot more than type.
' That's because the word pro*"t * cessing features just go on and on.
What's more, we sell the Videowriter* Word
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter.
And that's quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it'll save you. Time you can
sp'end doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn't you?

It spells.

T-shirts
Sweatshirts
Sweaters
Shorts

<%o

o/o

University Bookstore
Open: Mon-Fri 8-5
Saturday 9-5

What happens when you're typing and you come
to a word you can't spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell"
It counts words.
If you've ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two
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Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
0* CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE FOR
THE
WEEKS OF SEPT. 28 1 OCT. S. 1M7
■SSMMfll Butatin No I.SepI 23 1987
SCHEDULING ON CAMPUS
APPOWTMEENTS

INTERVIEW

Trw first day of sigrvi** tor Interview* during
the period ot September 28 through October
18, 1987 w< be heW on Wednesday.
September 23 at 4 PM In the Lenhert Bairoom
of the UnrverWy Union There wH not be Educa
oon atgrvupa tor th* partod due to no Schools
•ceduang reaurtmg dates Al registrants must
have a First Choice interview Card to participate
In the first day of sign ups Attar the first day.
students and afcjmm ae may sign-up (or interviews from 8 AM to 5 PM at the University
Placement Services. 360 Student Services
ButCSng
A Credential Form must be submitted tor each
Interview scheduled at the time of sign-up.
CANCELLATION OF INTERVIEW
APPOINTMENTS
Cenceaation ol an interview must be reported in
parson to the University Placement Service* no
later than 5 00 PM on the Wednesday {one
week) toeowmg me corresponding interview
Sign Up Day Cancellations after this time wiH
baconsiderredanO'Show You are encouraged
to carefuty consider employers before signing
up for interviews
NO SHOW POUCV
Failure to appear for a scheduled interview or
violation of the canceaBtion policy wl result m
immediate suapension of your sign-up
pnvieges for the next recruiting period If you
did not honor your scheduled interview, you are
required to send a letter of apology lo the
employer for missing the interview, fie a copy
ol INs letter with the University Placement Services, and meet with a placement counselor
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who "no-shows" twice w< be
der»ed Interviewing privileges for the remainder
of the academic year
* * • NOTICE "' *
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position
responsibilities and organizational pheosophy
AN student scheduling interviews are strongly
encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights
Spotbght Presentations are usually field m the
University Placement Services recruiter lounge
al 7 PM To enter the Student Services Building
m the evening, please use the patio entrance

There are rniportanl services available to you al
the University Placement Services Please note
thai not aH organizations and companies regularfy recruit on college campuses The list below
generally reflects the high demand areas in me
world ol work Don! become discouraged if
your career field is not requested To assist you
in conducting an assertive job search, the
University Placement Services provices career
and placement counseling, credential services.
fob search workshops, professorial development seminars, career lairs and an alumni
Falcon Network
Our excellent Career
Resource Library offers you career and
employer information and current job vacancies
m ALL career fields Placement Counselors
directly refer registered students to employers
m their desired career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the
University Placement Services m your final year
at Bowkng Green State University
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ATTENTION JOURNALISTS!
Important but brtel meeting lor members old and
new ol the
Society ol Professional Journalist!
Tonight at 8 PM m West Haft 2nd Boor
Commons

Tuesday, October (
Foot Locker-Lady Foot Locker
Lazarua Dept Stores
Red Rool Inns
Ruuei eM Co
Wednesday, October 7
Lazarus Dept Stores
Nabteco Brands
Roadway Express

Attention Interior Design Majors
Meeting lor ASID (American Society ol Interior
Designers) is on Thursday. September 24th at
700 PM 10th Boor aoYNnaaYakon bmwmg
Come hear what Gayle Ughltoot. BGSU s own
Interior Designer has to say about Interlror
Design and freelancing

Thursday, October I
The Hlgbes Company
IK Motels Inc
Raytheon Company
Roadway Express
Xerox Corporstion

Back by popular demand1
American Marketing Association
Membership Drive '87
BA buaJng-Sept 21-23

Friday, October t
Marathon 04 Company
Onto Dept ol Taxation
Waaace Computer Services

I and Football card show Buy. sol. and
trade. Saturday. Sept. 10 at the new Bowing
Green Woodland Mai 1234 N Mam Show
Ma. 10 AM tot PM

Monday, October 12
Adolph Coors Co
Dietrich Industries, nc
John Hartend Company
State Chemical Mlg Co
Xerox Corporation

Bowing Green Pubftc Relations Organization
wB be having a discussion on Internship Insight
tonight at 8 00 PM In 107 Henna We wH also
be essigning committees and giving more mfomstton on membership Al Joumassm and
Pre-Journalism majors welcome

Tuesday, October 13
ArKxph Coors Co
Ames Dept Stores
deed. nc.
Coopers a Lybrand
The Gsdden Co
John Martand Company
Kxiney Shoes
Rax Restaurants
Touche, Roes a Co.

BULDiNO BLOCKS TO THE FUTURE
Alpha Phi Omega THE National Service Fraterni
ly Invites al Interested students to attend our
lust meeting
Wed Sept 23 McFal Assembly Room

930
KAPPA PHI CONTACT PARTY
The sisters ol Kappa Phi (A Women's Christian
Service Club) is holding their informal Contact
Party TONITE at 7 00 PM al United Christian
Fesowstup Al Interested women are welcome
For more nlormatton. cal Beth al 3540890 or
Amy at 3S2-82BB

Wednesday, October 14
Coopers ft Lybrand
Elder Beerman Stores
BF Goodrich Co
National Security Agency
NoxH Corporation
Texas Instruments, Inc

On-Campus robs sti avaaabie
Come to Student Employment
Student Services 480
WORK STUDY JOBS
Maintenance IS
Office Clerical 15
Research-Tech 42
Mtsceeaneous 25

Thursday, October IS
American Frozen Foods
Cokjate-Palmolive Co
MerrelDow Pharmaceuticals
Motorola, he
Occidental Chemical Co
Peat Marwick. Main ft Co
The Progressive Corp
Setdman ft Seidman
Texas Instruments. Inc
Uarco, Inc

REGULAR EMPLOYMENT
Food Service 75 plus
Maintenance 2
Office-Clerical 4
Iwaceeaneous 85
Research-Tech 20

Friday, October 1ft
Champion International
McDonnel Douglas Corp
Mead Data Central
Motorola, Inc
Price Walerhouse
VWeam Vaugnan Co

QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS?
TUNE INTO WBGU 88 1 TUESDAY AT 5 10
PM
PERSPECTIVES GUEST. JOHN
OUEENER. A CAREER COUNSELOR.
DISCUSSES CAREER DECISIONS AND
CHOICES WITH HOST ANN CONNOR CALL
IN AT 372 2826 TONR3HTI

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
'INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION'
First Formal Meeting
Where McFal Assembly Room
When Wednesday. Sept 23 7 15 PM
Speaker Dr James Weekly. International
Business Institute
THE WORLD'S BUSINESS IS YOUR BUSINESS
Ad Club
Ad Club
Membership Dove Sepl 22-25
10-11 30 AM BA Foyer
dues deadline is Oct 1

LOST & FOUND
Found Kitten
Cal 353-2348
FOUND OHIO STATE JACKET TO DESCRIBE
AND CLAIM CALL DENISE AT 372-6718

RIDES
I NEED A FaTJE TO COLUMBUS ON FRIDAY
SEPT 25- GAS $i CALL USA 2-3087

Anti-Apartheid and Pro-Divestment work continues Meet with PSO. lonrghl. 8 PM UCF
Center 313 Thurstm Everyone welcome
ASM-MIS MEETING
TONIGHT
11S EDUCATION 7 30 PM
DR. STROUSLE WILL BE SPEAKING
ALL PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS WELCOME

Wednesday. September 30
Honda of America Mfg
Johnson & Johnson Baby Products
Thursday. October 1
Equitable Financial Services
Slale Farm Insurance

ASSOCIATION OF ALLIED HEALTH
PROFESSIONS
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
TUES., SEPT 22, 9:00 PM. BA 112
WE WELCOME ALL MAJORS

Friday. October 2
The Uptohn Company
Monday, October 5
Bobbie Gee
Premier Industrial Corp

ATTENTION BGSU STUDENTS GET INTO
THE SPIRIT AND ENTER THE HOMECOMING
ART SHOW SPONSORED BV THE OFFCAMPUS STUDENT CENTER ENTRY FORMS
CAN BE PICKED UP IN THE BASEMENT OF
MOSELEY HALL ENTRIES ARE DUE BY
SEPT 22ND

r""»*
Tonite Is
Popcorn Nlte
All Popcorn 1/2 price

1

ABORTION
Morning alter treatment
Personal ft Private
Center tor Choice II
Toledo 419 255-7769
Chid Care and Guidance with lender loving care
n my home Experienced and excellent
references Phone 352-0614 alter 4 30
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St , Toledo. Offering
gynecological services ft pregnancy termination
by licensed physician Including, prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap lest (lor cer
vical cancer). VD screening, birtn control into..
Tubal Ugatton. termination ol pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students )
By appointment 1-241-2471
WORD ft GRAPHICS PROCESSINGMany Services al Reasonsble Rstes
Give Us A Cal Al 354-5002

Sure, then? are other schools. But why
settle7 Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit
led ink) their first, choice schools, fact is.
no one has helped students score higher1

2 bedroom apartments close to campus lor
$350 per month plus electric, cal 352-7182
lor Information
2-bdrm sublet. $330 incl heel, near campus
Aval Oct 15 Mature renters oral Cal
372 8848 or 354 2466

iKAPLAN

Classes forming lor Doc. ft Jan
■xarns
LSAT classes begin Oct. 4
OMAT clasies bogln Oct. 12
OH clatMi begin topi 29
ca« 536-3701 tor more detail*
3550 Secor Road, TOLEDO

Scouts

EDDIE MURPHY IS BACK,

BEVERLY
HILLS

Pftl

(former and present)
Continue your tradition of
service in Alpha i Phi Omega

At 7:30 p.m.

lumrr n UMM MUMMON D»

$5 00 Ridiculous Rack
Values up to $31 96
Jeans ft Things 631 Ridge SI
Open tomte til 8 00
-'COMING SOON'WFAL'S REVOLUTION IN ROCK RADIO
THE ALL-STUDENT TURN ON
••COMING SOON"
WFAL'S REVOLUTION IN ROCK RADIO
THE ALL-STUDENT TURN ON
-SIGMA CHI-SIQMA CHI'SIOMA CHf
Congratulations New Sigma Chi InrtiatesM I
knew you could do ill Let's cerebrate VERY
soonl I LOVE you guysll
your pledge sweetheart.
Gretchen
"SIGMA CHI-SIGMA CM"
1M7 Miss BOSU Scholarehlp Psgeantll!
Executive Positions Now Arailabis'
Associate Producer
Associate Director
Contestant Coordinator
Asst Contestant Coordinator
Financial Director
Secretary (credit avaaabie)
Ad Seles Chairperson
AppfccabOns now svaaabte m 426 Student Services Appacatlons due Sept 26
A Big Congratulations to Stephanie Unas and
John Boahger on their long-awaited engagement
I love you guys,
"Drags"
Ad Club
Ad Club
Membership Drive Sepl 22-25
10-11 30 AM B A Foyer
dues deadline is Oct 1
ADULT AND GRADUATE STUDENT
COFFEE BREAK
THURSDAY, SEPT. 24 2-3 PM
MAIN LOUNQE OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
CENTER
COME MET JOANN KROLLOIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
SERVICES
Al Non-Greek Woman are invited lo the Alpha
Delta PI house on Tuesday ft Wednesday, Sept
22 ft 23 at 9 00 PM to meet the Alpha Dells
Hops to aw you there.
AMY NELSON.
WE ARE HAPPY THAT YOU ARE WITH US
AGAIN! LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS.
Are you Interested in sorority Me?
Come experience the Year ol the Uon wit the
Alpha Delta tonight st 9 PM st our chapter
house Come see why 'We Live for Each
Other'.
Attention Al Non Greek Women
We're not m Crane, but we can shl experience
the Year ot the Uon on Tuesday. Sept 22 st
the Alpha Delta PI House. Join us at 9 PM lor
the run See you there'
Attention Non-Greek Women
Get lo know Alpha Delta Pi meet mem Wed
Sept 23rd. 9 PM si their house in soronty row
It's guaranteed to be lun
Baiter Upt
The Alpha Delta Pi-Alpha Sigma Phi Softbal
Tourney Is coming Oct 3rd Register today
Cal 2-3407
■east. Dave ft Sieve,
You made HI We knew you would! Congratulation! lo our full-Hedged Fral Boysl
Love, (yap you guessed ill
Andrea, Lisa, Soot ft Nora
6RI0ITTE BEAUDOIN
We knew you could do «M
Congratulations on
initiation to Alpha Phi!
AEO
Love
Kim ft Karen

FOR RENT

Rooms lor rant. Very race acoomodations Cal
352-4828 or 352-1803 alter 5 PM

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GCT
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOKE?

Pregnant? Concerns?
Free Pregnancy Test. Info
and Supportive Services
Cal FIRST HOPE at
354-HOPE

Friendship' Leadership • Service

SERVICES OFFERED

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW DATES:
Tuesday. September 29
John Hancock Mutual Life
Johnson ft Johnson Baby Products
Radio Shack

PERSONALS

ROBOCOF
PART MAN.
tffi
PART MACHINE. H?\
ALL COP.
ewijj
At 9:30 p.m.

Wed. Sept. 23: McFall
Assembly Room 9:30

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

CHAUREEN MARCH
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ALPHA PHIMIAMI UNIVERSITY KAPPA ALPHA LAVAUERING TO STEVE WALSH LOTS OF LOVE TO
BOTH OF YOU LOVE. THE ALPHA PHIS
CHERYL VINCA
How do you feel today? Was It worth it? Hope It
was GREAT and you got whet you were tookmg
lor" Happy 21MIH
Love, MOM
Congrstulatlons lo our recently elected officers
Deb Willeman-Exoc at Large and Lorl
HourAsst Social. You're Alpha Dart sisters are
proud ol you both
Daniees,
WARNING turning 21 la
ABSOLUTELY''
dangerous to your brsm ceas and It could make
you a "Hot Blooded Psychoklaar" "II can hap
pen'" As your best friend the only cure I can
give av Don't "Stay Up Late". "Gel Bsck" in bad
'H you're "Feeftn' Groovy", wait 4 days and
celebrate with a "Bairoom BUD" in Chicago
Gat psyched 'cause the "Good times are gonna
ror
Love. Katy
DO"DO"DO"DQ"D0
Attention al Delta Gamma Pledges
We want al ol B G lo know how proud we are
ol you and how much we are looking forward to
serving our pledge class' You are aft special
gals and this year promises to be great1 Gat
exdtedlf
L.I.TB..
Christy and June
•DO"DO"0O"DO*

Do You want to get turned en?
"Coming Soon"
WFAL's Revolution In Rook Radio
The All-Student Tum On
Do you wsnt to pel lumed on?
"Coming Soon"
WFAL's Revolution In Rook Radio
The All-Student Tum On
EVA COX
I'M 80 GLAD YOU ARE MY LITTLE GET
READY FOR SOME SERIOUS FUN
REMEMBER THE ALPHA GAM8 ARE
NUMBER ONE
LOVE, AMY
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC ft LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER
FUZZY NAVELS
$1 50
SUNDANCE
GOT ANY TALENT? ENTER THE HOMECOMING ART SHOW SPONSORED BY THE OFFCAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
AWARDS
GIVEN IN ALL CATEGORIES ENTRY BLANKS
CAN BE PICKED UP N THE OFF CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER GROUND FLOOR OF
MOSELEY DEADUNG IS SEPT 22 FOR
MORE INFO CALL 372-8015
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. UP S
A-Z Data Center 1624042
HEY TERRYI WHAT UP?'
WE LOVE A MAN IN UNIFORM
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF IT GOT WET?
GO BETA
YOUR FOUNDER FRIENDS.
MEL AND UTTLE SIS
JENNIFER HALPIN
AND
KATHIE REIGLE
WE WISH YOU BOTH THE VERY BEST OF
LUCK I THE HOMECOMING QUEEN
ELECTIONS
LOVE-YOUR ALPHA Cm SISTERS
LI' ftONIA OSERLANDER
Thanks lor being a truly fantastic little'
11-12-87 Is rust around the comer so I hope
you're getting ready to celebrate
Micheae
Li' TAMMY MYERS
Do you know who your Big Is???
Lie Tammy Myers
Welcome to our family I'm so excited you are
my Kite Gel psyched for Big Hunt and a great
semester i
KD Love.
Big??
LYNNELL PRICE
<X>NGIWTUI>TIONS ON YOUR ALPHA PHIKAPPA SIGMA LAVAUERING TO ROGER
START WHAT A SURPRISE IT WAS HAVE
FUN AT HOMECOMING'
LOVE, YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS
MARY RONAN,
THANKS FOR BEING THE BEST UNIT DIRECTOR. YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL TO US. LOVE.
THE PHI aXIS
NEED HELP?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more eervtcea
A-Z Data Canter 152-5042
NOTICE!' MEP PRE-REGISTRATION
MEETING" Al elementary ad. majors and
elementary ed .special ed dual and triple mature who applied tor Spring. 1988 MEP are expected to attend the meeting Wad . Sepl 23.
6 30-8 00 PM. 112 Ufa Science BkJg BE
THERE!!
Any Questions, please contact Dr Sheila
Wkvjman-Krieger. 372-7329
OX PRODUCTIONS
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL
CALL TIM 1644031
PABLO'S MEXICAN CANTINA
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
ALL ONLY 12.98
(01 S MAIN 353-1351
PIKES
Congratulations on receiving the Fraternity
Outstanding Oxitributor Award for the St Jude
Children's Hospital Benellt RockAThon
From the GAMMA PHI BETAS
PIKES
GAMMA PHIS are looking forward lo a Mexican
Fiesta at Pablo's with you (maybe we should
bring our rocking chairs?)
Progressive Student Orgamzstion (PSO) meets
lorxght 8 PM. UCF Center. 313 Thurstm. Cal
362-7534 lor into Al are welcome
RHO CHIS Kathryn ft Wendy
SO FAR, SO GOOD
Thanks lor everything'
We love you, Metasa and Paige
THANKS TO EVERYONE
who contributed their "time" and "hearts" lo
help the chldran at St Judo Chlldran's
Research Hospital
Rob Clapecs. PI Kappa Alpha
Joanna Swoabe. Gamma Phi Beta
THE BROTHERS OF PHI OAJeMA DELTA
WOULD WISH TO CONGRATULATE TOM
MILLER AND BETH CHEEYHOLMS ON THEIR
FLU-PI Pm LAVAUERING
THE KEY YEARBOOK STAFF IS LOOKING
FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SALES REPRESENTATIVES. BE A PART OF A WINNING TEAM.
CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE 172-S0M OR
CHRIS KINGSTON, SALES MANAGER

The Sailers ol Alpha Chi Omega are psyched
lor a great Homecoming week with the Theta
Cras and Alpha Slga
To My Ohrmpun.
The peal six monthe have been lerrttlc. Thanks
for al the lun and great memories. You really
are MR. WONDERFUL! I Ion youl
Love. Runt
To Our Dream Boy Michael JurleCongratulaltone lor being chosen a Insist lor
the Homecoming Court! We're al so excited lor
you"
We love you.
The Alpha Xl's

Vole Vole Vote
CASSIE MADDEN
1967 Homecoming Queen
ft AM-5 PM Today In the Union Foyer
Vote Vote Vote

WE LOVE THETA CH|i
WE LOVE THETA CHI!
WE LOVE THETA CHI!
YOU GUYS SURE KNOW HOW TO THROW A
GREAT PARTY LOVE, THE ALPHA PHIS
Wear your Button lor Prizes

WANTED
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
353-7917
I AM IN DESPERATE NEED OF 3 PARENTS
DAY SHOW TICKETS
PLEASE CALL
STEFANIE AT 353-7123 OTHERWISE. MY
PARENTS WILL SHOOT ME"!
Need 26 Inch boy's bicycle
363-2455

Cal John al

Need Male Roommate tor 615 Second St Call
R E Management 352 9302
Wanted: Bass player for a progressive rock
band Cal Matt (372-3105) or Michael
(372-8506) tor Interview Serious inquiries only
WANTEO. Roommate, own room Plus patio
372 2685

HELP WANTED
Experienced phone soecttore needed Good
working conditions with excellent pay Also light
deevery people needed lor Bowhng Green area
Apply at University Motor Lodge to the Boardroom Hours 9 00 AM 9 00 PM
HIRING' GOVMT
JOBS-Your area.
$15,000-68.000 Cal (802) 838-8885 EXT
4244
HIRING* Govml
Jobs -m your area
$15,000-88,000 Cal 602 836 8885 Exl
4244
Management Trainee Position Available lor
specialty food arevtce Apply m person Syd ft
Diane's. 105 Weal 5th SI Perrysburg
Restaurant Chef- Prep Cook
Deacslessen Help tut and part time Apply in
parson. Syd A Diana's. 105 West 5th SI Perrysburg
Student or Student Organizations needed IMMEDIATELY 10 run VISA M-C promotions on
campus Cal 1 -800-327-3294
WANTED Energetic, lun-loving individuals who
would ska to make extra money lor college
whae having lun Now hiring lor all positions Apply in person al Buttons Night Club, rust north
ot Bowing Green on Route 25 Tues thru Sun.
slier 8 PM - flexible scheduling available, car
poota can be arranged

FOR SALE
1978 Toyota Caeca Many options, good con
dnon 64.500 mlee: Cal 352-2323 weekends
or alter 8 PM
2-BR APARTMENT ON SIXTH ST AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY HEAT ft WATER FREE FOR
MORE INFO CALL 352-4966
71 MALIBU CLASSIC 305 VS. AIR. AM-FM
CASS . REW RAD . CARB. TIRES. EXHAUST
NEEDS VALVE WORK 372-1330. OAVE
MAKE OFFER
Bar For Sale
S35 negolaaHe-wil deliver
372-2810
BICYCLE WHEELS ft TIRES
CUSTOM RACING WHEELS MA VIC MA-40
SPEC HUBS, SPEC TURBO S TIRES BRAND
NEW $80 354-2700
Bke FUJI AMERICA TOUR V FUJI'S BEST
INC PUMP. RACK. CANNONDALE BAG.
MUCH MORE LIKE NEW WORTH $875
ASKING $475 354-2700
BOOKSHELVES $10, LADIES PEUGOT
FOLDING BIKE $75. AIR MATTRESS WITH
COLLAPSIBLE BEDFRAME NEW $50
352-8047
Boston Concert
Sept 26-lndy. Indiana
30 lor Pair, good seats
354-4825
Noblet Paris wooden clarinet Good condition
Asking $200 negotiable Cal 372-5820
Three sets ol got! clubs
Power Bit Citation, lorgad Irons. 2 tfvough pit
crsng wedge Power-Bill Citation cast. 2
through pitching wedge. Rowings woods ft
Irons. 1 sat MacGragor Tourney color chroma
Irons 3 through wedge Cal 352-0688

Brad McDevitt
wH nH7.t>t**Ttil

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Frl 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

